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DESIGN STUDY OF THE PRESTRESSED
ROTOR SPAR CONCEPT *

by

D. Gleich

ABSTRACT

A design study of the prestressed composite spar concept as applied to the Bell Helicopter 540 Rotor System of the AH-1G helicopter was performed. The stiffness, mass and geometric configurations of the Bell blade were matched, to give a dynamically similar prestressed composite blade. A multi-tube, prestressed composite spar blade configuration was designed for superior ballistic survivability at low life cycle cost. Principal structural elements include three (3) prestressed composite spar tubes, KEVLAR-49 fiber skins and interconnections, a Nomex honeycomb afterbody and KEVLAR 49 fiber nose and trailing edge members. The tube liners were designed to provide redundant attachment to the rotor hub. An outer skin ply of #120 woven fiberglass cloth increases tear resistance to external damage. The composite spar prestresses, imparted during fabrication, are chosen to maintain compression in the high strength cryogenically stretchformed 304-L stainless steel liner and tension in the overwrapped HTS graphite fibers under operating loads. This prestressing results in greatly improved crack propagation and fatigue resistance as well as enhanced fiber stiffness properties. Advantages projected for the prestressed composite rotor spar concept include increased operational life and improved ballistic survivability at low life cycle cost.

* The contract research effort which lead to the results of this report was financially supported by the U. S. Army Research and Technology Laboratories (AVRADCOM), Structures Laboratory.
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DESIGN STUDY OF THE PRESTRESSED
ROTOR SPAR CONCEPT

by

D. Gleich

SUMMARY

The prestressed composite rotor spar consists of a 304-L cryogenically stretchformed stainless steel liner overwrapped with isotensoid fibers. The spar is prestressed. The high strength metal liner is under initial compression and the fibers are pretensioned. The prestresses are selected to maintain compression in the liner and tension in the fibers under operating loads. This prestressing results in greatly improved crack propagation and fatigue resistance as well as enhanced fiber stiffness. Potential benefits of this prestressed composite construction include significantly increased safe operational spar life, improved ballistic impact resistance and attractive weight/stiffness trade-offs at low life cycle costs.

A prestressed composite spar rotor blade (AK-76) was designed for the Bell Helicopter 540 rotor system of the AH-1G helicopter. The mass and stiffness distribution of the 540 blade were closely matched, as required, to give a dynamically similar prestressed composite spar blade (AK-76). Geometric configuration, interfaces and actual loads of the 540 blade were used in the design of the prestressed composite spar rotor blade. Cost estimates were made. Advantages of the AK-76 and its application to other rotor systems were evaluated.

A multi-spar AK-76 blade configuration was designed for improved survivability and utilization of simple circular cylindrical shapes. The primary structural elements are:

(1) A three (3) tube prestressed composite spar assembly consisting of high strength (cryogenically stretchformed) 304-L tubular liners (isotensoid) overwrapped with HTS graphite fibers. Tubes were connected by KEVLAR 49 fibers and foam fillers.
(2) Fiber skins with outer ply of woven fiberglass cloth.

(3) A nomex honeycomb afterbody.

(4) Kevlar 49 Nose and trailing edge members.

(5) Aluminum alloy root end connection.

(6) Polyurethane elastomer boot over the leading edge for erosion protection.

The primary program objective has been met by the AK-76 prestressed composite spar rotor blade design. An advanced helicopter rotor blade structure has been defined which incorporates the ARDE, INC. prestressed composite spar and which is functionally equivalent to the current AH-1G helicopter Model 540 rotor blade. Advantages projected for the AK-76 prestressed composite spar rotor blade include:

. Low life cycle cost; more than 40% savings compared to Model 540 blade projected.

. Increased operational life and improved ballistic survivability due to spar prestressing restraining crack propagation, low stresses in blade structural members, redundant survivable load paths, ability of spar to survive ballistic over pressures and use of materials insensitive to defects and stress raisers.

. Reliability, safety and economic benefits provided by prestressed composite spar are indicated for articulated, hingeless and rigid rotor systems.

. Improved corrosion resistance of composite construction.

. Most damage-vulnerable afterbody structure is readily field repaired.

. Prestressed isotensoid spar tube fiber wrap develops full uniaxial fiber stiffness potential due to minimization of need for shear transfer to and from fibers through the resin. Permits advantageous weight/stiffness trade-offs to be made.
Simple, reliable and structurally efficient blade rotor attachment is facilitated by use of composite metal liner for root-end connection. Effective redundant root attachments are made possible by prestressed metal/fiber construction.

Non-destructive inspection for spar cracks by gas leakage detection techniques are enhanced by prestressed construction. Gas introduced inside the hollow composite spar tubes can be highly pressurized, thereby significantly increasing the effective sensitivity of the gas detection instrumentation.

Use of commercial products or names of manufacturers in this report does not constitute official endorsement of such products or manufacturers, either expressed or implied, by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
1.0 **INTRODUCTION**

1.1 **Background**

There is a need for improved operational life, "fail-safe" and structurally efficient helicopter blades. Considerable work\(^1\),\(^2\) has been done on composite structures, which can be applied to meet this need. Stiffness can be tailored at good weight trade-offs compared to homogeneous material designs and redundant load carrying capability is inherent in this type of configuration. These composite structures generally consist of fiber-metal constructions in which the fibers, imbedded in a resin matrix, are attached to the metal primarily by adhesively bonded joints (shear-type connections). The operational life of this construction (measured by fatigue and crack propagation rate considerations) is a strong function of the effectiveness of these joints.

Another approach to composite metal-fiber construction, aimed at a further significant improvement of operational life and fail-safe helicopter blade structures, consists of a compressively prestressed metal liner overwrapped with pretensioned fibers. Prestressing is achieved by stretch-forming a metal liner overwrapped with fibers. Strength and toughness are achieved by accomplishing the stretch-forming with 304L at cryogenic temperature. Prestressing provides bearing between the fiber and metal which in turn minimizes the need for adhesive bonds between the fibers and metal liner or between the fibers themselves. The fiber resin matrix primarily provides protection against fiber abrasion and moisture. By regulating the magnitude of the metal liner compressive prestress, so that the liner is always in compression under operational blade loads, liner crack propagation is retarded and significant improvements in liner fatigue life are obtained. Fiber pretensioning also provides substantial increases in fiber fatigue cycle life compared to zero pretensioned fibers at the same maximum service stress levels. Theoretical considerations as well as test data from prior programs indicate that these crack propagation and fatigue life advantages are attained at good stiffness weight trade-offs compared to homogeneous material and other types of composite material blades.\(^5\),\(^6\)

Finally, in addition to inherent redundant load carrying capability and relatively high structural damping capacity, the option exists to provide even more enhanced torsional, bending and extensional stiffness properties at little weight penalty by winding additional fibers at selected angles subsequent or prior to the metal prestressing operation.
Following ARDE's demonstration of design principles and fabrication techniques for prestressed metal-fiber pressure vessels under various NASA contracts\(^{(3),(4)}\), contractural effort was started and successfully completed under NASL-10028 to demonstrate the crack propagation characteristics of a prestressed composite. Subscale oval-shaped cross-section prestressed composite spar structural models about 0.91 meters long were designed and successfully fabricated. Special tooling required for prestressed composite spar fabrication was designed, built and proven. The prestressed state of these composite spars, determined and verified by means of structural theory coupled with spar inspection data, was in the desired design range. Suitable spar fiber wrap patterns, together with compatible spar metal liner head closure shapes needed to properly anchor the fibers, were determined and verified. Following under contract NASL-11594, additional prestressed composite spar specimens were fabricated using the same 0.91 meters long design configuration. These spar specimens were then evaluated by means of crack propagation tests under axial and alternating bending stresses. Ballistic tests were also conducted. The test data demonstrated the superior crack propagation and fatigue life properties of the prestressed composite spar construction (compared to current metal spar configurations). Test results equivalent to about 1500 continuous hours of flight in the damaged condition at much higher operating stresses than current spars, were obtained. Propagation of artificially introduced fatigue cracks did not occur until alternating bending stress levels of \(\pm 207 \times 10^6 \text{ N/m}^2\) were applied (compared to \(\pm 69 \times 10^6 \text{ N/m}^2\) for current metal spars). Structural design theory was confirmed by agreement between measured and predicted strains. The design technology for the composite prestressed spar construction was thus confirmed by these experimental results. Damage from three (3) 7.62mm projectile hits on an unloaded but prestressed composite spar specimen consisted solely of three (3) small holes due to the projectile penetrations. No fragmentation or crack propagation occurred, implying high ballistic resistance. Rotor design approaches were identified by spar specimen constructions that evolved and were proven during testing. Further improved
structural performance prestressed composite spar configurations utilizing higher stiffness and lower density fibers (KEVLAR 49 and graphite) were defined.

Based on the successful results described above, the next step of demonstrating the prestressed composite advantages for application to a rotor system was undertaken under NAS1-13816 as reported herein. Comparison was made to the model 540 rotor system of the Bell AH-1G Helicopter.

1.2 Program Objective and Description

The primary program objective was to evaluate the potential benefits of the prestressed rotor spar concept in a realistic application and to project applicability to other rotor systems. The prestressed composite spar rotor blade design study, using the Bell 540 system as the prescribed model, consisted of a six (6) task effort:

- Blade structural design
- Blade performance evaluation
- Manufacturing process study
- Cost estimation
- Alternative applications (other rotor systems and advanced design blade)
- Program management and documentation

ARDE, INC. was responsible for overall program management, technical direction and documentation as well as detailed technical effort related to the prestressed composite spar. Kaman's work concerned the design, analysis, fabrication definition and cost estimation of the overall AK-76 blade configuration which utilized the prestressed composite spar.

The design specification (constraints) desired that the new AK-76 prestressed composite rotor blade be dynamically similar to the existing Model 540 rotor system. Because of the limited scope of the study, it was agreed to approach this similarity by matching the stiffness, mass distribution, geometric configuration and support interfaces. These various factors and results are described in detail in Sections 4 and 5 herein.
2.0 SYMBOLS

Symbols used in the text are listed and defined in this section.

\[ A = \text{Cross Sectional Area, m}^2 \]
\[ A_t = \text{Tube Area, m}^2 \]
\[ b = \text{Fiber Width, m} \]
\[ c = \text{Critical Buckling Coefficient, dimensionless} \]
\[ C_x = \text{Extreme Fiber Distance From } x \text{ Centroidal Axis, m} \]
\[ C_y = \text{Extreme Fiber Distance From } y \text{ Centroidal Axis, m} \]
\[ CF = \text{Centrifugal Force, N} \]
\[ D = \text{Diameter, m} \]
\[ D_f = \text{Fiber Diameter, m} \]
\[ D_{fj} = \text{Diameter of } j^{th} \text{ Fiber, m} \]
\[ D_m = \text{Metal Diameter, m} \]
\[ dA_f = \text{Differential Fiber Area, m}^2 \]
\[ dA_m = \text{Differential Metal Area, m}^2 \]
\[ dF_f = \text{Differential Fiber Force, N} \]
\[ dT_f = \text{Differential Fiber Torque, m-N} \]
\[ dM = \text{Differential Moment, m-N} \]
\[ dM_f = \text{Differential Fiber Moment, m-N} \]
\[ dM_m = \text{Differential Metal Moment, m-N} \]
\[ E = \text{Young's Modulus, N/m}^2 \]
\[ E_f = \text{Fiber Young's Modulus, N/m}^2 \]
\[ E_{fj} = \text{Young's Modules of } j^{th} \text{ Fiber, N/m}^2 \]
\[ E_j = \text{Young's Modules of } j^{th} \text{ Component of Element, N/m}^2 \]
\[ E_m = \text{Metal Young's Modulus, N/m}^2 \]
\[ E_p = \text{Plastic Young's Modulus, N/m}^2 \]
\[ F = \text{Allowable Stress of Force, N/m}^2 \text{ or N} \]
\[ F_a = \text{Allowable Vibratory (alternating) Stress, N/m}^2 \]
\[ F_{bru} = \text{Allowable Bearing Ultimate Stress, N/m}^2 \]
\[ F_e = \text{Endurance Limit for Completely Reversed Bending (R = -1) N/m}^2 \]
\[ F_{su} = \text{Allowable Shear Ultimate Stress, N/m}^2 \]
\[ F_{tu} = \text{Ultimate Tensile Strength, N/m}^2 \]
\[ F_u = \text{Allowable Ultimate Stress, N/m}^2 \]
\[ F_x = \text{Force Component Parallel to x Axis, N} \]
\[ F_y = \text{Force Component Parallel to y Axis, N} \]
\[ f = \text{Stress, N/m}^2 \]
\[ f_f = \text{Fatigue Stress, N/m}^2 \]
\[ f_i = \text{Initial Stress, N/m}^2 \]
\[ f_s = \text{Steady Component of Fatigue Stress, N/m}^2 \]
\[ f_u = \text{Ultimate Stress, N/m}^2 \]
\[ f_v = \text{Vibratory Component of Fatigue Stress, N/m}^2 \]
\[ G = \text{Shear Modulus, N/m}^2 \]
\[ G_m = \text{Metal Shear Modulus, N/m}^2 \]
\[ I_f = \text{Fiber Moment of Inertia, m}^4 \]
\[ I_m = \text{Metal Moment of Inertia, m}^4 \]
\[ I_{oyy} = \text{Moment of Inertia of an Element about its centroidal y-y Axis, m}^4 \]
\[ I_{xx} = \text{Moment of Inertia about x-x Axis, m}^4 \]
\[ I_{yy} = \text{Moment of Inertia about y-y Axis, m}^4 \]
\[ J_m = \text{Metal Polar Moment of Inertia, m}^4 \]
\[ K_{bc} = \text{Composite Bending Stiffness, Nm}^2 \]
\[ K_{bf} = \text{Fiber Bending Stiffness, Nm}^2 \]
\( K_{bm} = \) Metal Bending Stiffness, Nm\(^2\)
\( K_{tc} = \) Composite Torsional Stiffness, Nm\(^2\)
\( K_{tm} = \) Metal Torsional Stiffness, Nm\(^2\)
\( L = \) Length, m
\( M = \) Moment, m-N
\( M_c = \) Composite Moment, m-N
\( M_S = \) Margin of Safety, dimensionless
\( M_{Sf} = \) Fatigue Margin of Safety, dimensionless
\( M_{Su} = \) Ultimate Margin of Safety, dimensionless
\( M_x = \) Moment about x Axis (out-of-plane moment), m-N
\( M_y = \) Moment about y Axis (in-plane moment), m-N
\( M_{xs} = \) Steady Component of Moment about x-Axis, m-N
\( M_{xv} = \) Vibratory Component of Moment about x-Axis, m-N
\( M_{ys} = \) Steady Component of Moment about y-Axis, m-N
\( P_f = \) Equivalent Tube Fatigue Load, N
\( P_u = \) Equivalent Tube Ultimate Load, N
\( R = \) Minimum to Maximum Stress Ratio, dimensionless
\( R_f = \) Fiber Radius, m
\( R_b = \) Applied to Allowable Bending Stress Ratio, dimensionless
\( R_c = \) Applied to Allowable Compressive Stress Ratio, dimensionless
\( r = \) Radius, m
\( S_o = \) Fiber Length Before Straining, m
\( T = \) Torque, m-N
\( T_f = \) Fiber Torque, m-N
\( T_m = \) Metal Torque, m-N
\( t = \) Thickness, m
\( t_f = \text{Fiber Thickness, m} \)

\( t_{fj} = \text{Thickness of} \ j^{th} \text{Fiber} \ (j = 1, 2, \ldots), \text{m} \)

\( t_m = \text{Metal Thickness, m} \)

\( w = \text{Weight per Unit Length, N/m} \)

\( x = \text{Chordwise Coordinate or Tube Longitudinal Direction, m} \)

\( \bar{x}_{na} = \text{Chordwise Centroidal Coordinate, m} \)

\( x_0 = \text{Fiber Axial Length Before Straining, m} \)

\( y_0 = \text{Fiber Hoop Length Before Straining, m} \)

\( z = \text{Distance of Tube Element From Neutral Axis, m} \)

\( \alpha = \text{Fiber Helix Wrap Angle, rad} \)

\( d\alpha = \text{Differential Fiber Helix Angle, rad} \)

\( \alpha_j = \text{Helix Wrap Angle of} \ j^{th} \text{Fiber}, \text{rad} \)

\( \Delta S = \text{Increment of Fiber Length, m} \)

\( \Delta x = \text{Increment of Axial Fiber Length, m} \)

\( \Delta y = \text{Increment of Hoop Fiber Length, m} \)

\( \varepsilon_f = \text{Fiber Strain, m/m} \)

\( \varepsilon_x = \text{Metal Longitudinal Strain, m/m} \)

\( \varepsilon_\theta = \text{Metal Hoop Strain, m/m} \)

\( K = \text{Bending Curvature, m}^{-1} \)

\( \theta = \text{Angle of Twist Per Unit Length, rad/m} \)

\( \rho = \text{Density, kg/m}^3 \)

\( \sigma = \text{Stress, N/m}^2 \)

\( \sigma_{cr} = \text{Critical Buckling Stress, N/m}^2 \)

\( \sigma_f = \text{Fiber Stress, N/m}^2 \)

\( \sigma_{fb} = \text{Fiber Stress Due to Bending, N/m}^2 \)
\[ \sigma_{fji} = \text{Initial Stress (Prestress) in } j^{\text{th}} \text{ Fiber, N/m}^2 \]
\[ \sigma_{fx} = \text{Axial Component of Fiber Stress, N/m}^2 \]
\[ \sigma_{f\theta} = \text{Hoop Component of Fiber Stress, N/m}^2 \]
\[ \sigma_m = \text{Metal Stress, N/m}^2 \]
\[ \sigma_{mb} = \text{Metal Bending Stress, N/m}^2 \]
\[ \sigma_{mx} = \text{Metal Axial Stress, N/m}^2 \]
\[ \sigma_{m\theta} = \text{Metal Hoop Stress, N/m}^2 \]
\[ \sigma_{mx\text{i}} = \text{Metal Initial Axial Stress, N/m}^2 \]
\[ \sigma_{m\theta\text{i}} = \text{Metal Initial Hoop Stress, N/m}^2 \]
\[ \sum = \text{Summation, takes dimension of items summed} \]
3.0 BLADE CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION

3.1 General

Preliminary design studies were performed to evaluate the ARDE, INC. "prestressed spar" as a helicopter rotor blade spar. The design goal for this phase was to design a blade structure which matched the physical characteristics of the AH-1G Model 540 Blade.

The general structural arrangement of the candidate design, AK-76, defined by the studies is shown in Figure 3-1. The AK-76 blade has the same external dimensions—airfoil section, chord, planform, and hub attachment interfaces—as the Model 540 blade. Mass and stiffness distributions of both blades match closely.

The blade basic cross section is shown in Figure 3-2. The principal structural elements are: three prestressed spar tubes, aramid (KEVLAR®) fiber skins, a noncorrosive polyamide (Nomex) honeycomb afterbody, and rugged (Kevlar®) nose and trailing edge members. A polyurethane elastomer boot over the leading edge protects the nose from erosion. Redundant load transfer doublers and fittings interfacing with the AH-1G standard hub and drag brace attachments are integrated into the root end structure.

The following sections describe the blade structure and design features in more detail.

3.2 Structural Description

3.2.1 Spar Structure

Primary elements are the three prestressed spar tubes, shear transfer layups, a filament wrap over the tubes, a preformed nose block, and a spar filament overwrap. Cavities between the tubes are foam-filled.
Figure 3-1 Blade General Arrangement
Figure 3-2 Blade Basic Cross Section
3.2.1.1 Prestressed Spar Tube

These composite structures consist of an inner 304-L stainless steel liner, .000406m thickness, overwrapped with HTS graphite fibers in a geodesic* fiber wrap pattern as sketched on Figure 3-3. The 304-L liner has a tubular (circular cylindrical) body section with heads welded to the tube ends for load transfer and fiber support. The inboard head is a "rod end" type to facilitate spar tube attachment to the aluminum root attachment fitting. The outboard head, simpler in shape, is provided with a threaded hole for spar tube processing and pressurization during fabrication, tip weight attachment and non-destructive crack inspection by tracer gas leak monitoring techniques. The heads are shaped and the fibers wrapped in such a manner to permit the fibers to be anchored on the heads without "slipping", compatible with the geodesic fiber wrap. No fibers appear on the two (2) flat surfaces of the inboard rod end head region in the vicinity of the pin holes (see Figure 3-3). Feasibility of this type of fiber wrap has been verified experimentally by a projected fiber wrap vendor (Hercules, ABL). Two (2) HTS graphite fiber orientations are used. The inner windings, .00196m fiber plus resin thickness at ±π/12 rad. orientation, provide primarily bending stiffness. The outer windings, .00282m fiber plus resin thickness at ±3π/4 rad. orientation, provide torsional and bending stiffness. The graphite fibers, sandwiched between metal and overwrapped KEVLAR 49 and glass fibers, are well protected against impact and abrasive type damage. The middle and aft tubes are identical in size and design. The forward tube is similar in design but smaller in diameter (see Figure 3-2).

The fiber overwrapped spar tube is prestressed during its fabrication process as detailed in Section 4.3. The whole 304-L liner (including the heads and welds) is precompressed and the fibers are pretensioned. The prestress magnitudes are selected to keep the metal liner in compression and the fibers in tension under the operating conditions of centrifugal, bending, and

* A geodesic is a curve of minimum length between two points on the surface. The geodesic curve contains the principal normals to the surface. Thus normal forces alone can hold the constant tension fiber in equilibrium by bearing on the surface, like a cable on a frictionless pulley.
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Figure 3-3 Sketch, Prestressed Composite Spar Tube
torsional loads as discussed in Section 4.1. The prestressed state provides crack growth resistance, enhanced fatigue properties and allows higher strain levels in the metal liner. The net fiber tension prevents the fibers from losing effectiveness under compression and the geodesic fiber wrap minimizes the need for shear transfer to and from the resin. Both of these factors result in achievement of the full fiber and full cross-section stiffness potential.

3.2.1.2 Shear Transfer Layup

Transfer of torsional and normal load shears from tube to tube is assisted by a layup of KEVLAR 49 fibers at $\pm \frac{\pi}{4}$ rad. orientation joining the peripheries of the tubes.

3.2.1.3 Tubes Filament Wrap

Premolded foam fillers are placed into the cavities between the shear transfer layup and filament wrap before the winding operation (See Figure 3-2). The selected foam will have sufficient shear and crush strength to transfer the estimated shear stresses and back up the filament wrap. The tubes are unitized into a structural system by a $\pm \frac{\pi}{4}$ rad. KEVLAR 49 filament wrap over the entire span of the tubes and foam. The windings extend over the root end and tip fittings.

3.2.1.4 Nose Block

The nose block is a preformed unidirectional KEVLAR 49 fiber structure designed to back up the leading edge skin and absorb forces from impact of the leading edge with obstacles such as small branches and small-arms bullets.

3.2.1.5 Spar Filament Overwrap

A $\pm \frac{\pi}{4}$ rad. KEVLAR 49 filament wrap forms the outer surface of the spar structural system, binding the tube structure and nose block together as an integral structure.

3.2.2 Afterbody

The afterbody is a non-corrosive Nomex honeycomb core sandwiched between the afterbody skins and bonded to the spar, skins, and trailing edge spline. The core with .00635m cells is structurally adequate, lightweight and easily field repairable.
3.2.3 Skins

Skins are four-ply layups of fiberglass and KEVLAR 49 fibers. A spanwise unidirectional KEVLAR 49 fiber ply is sandwiched between plies with \( \pm \frac{\pi}{4} \) rad. orientation of KEVLAR 49 fibers. An outer ply of #120 woven fiberglass cloth increases tear resistance to external damage.

3.2.4 Trailing Edge Spline

The trailing edge spine is a KEVLAR 49 member with spanwise unidirectional orientation of fibers. The spline can be filament wound using fabrication techniques developed by Kaman for the AH-1Q improved blade.

3.2.5 Erosion Boot

The erosion boot is a vulcanized component made from Goodrich "Estane" thermoplastic polyurethane elastomer. Urethanes exhibit excellent resistance to sand erosion - superior to most metals. Among urethanes, "Estane" was superior in resistance to rain erosion in tests for the AH-1Q improved blade development. Promising techniques are being developed for field repair of erosion damage.

3.2.6 Root End Attachment

The root end attachment structural system is shown in Figure 3-4. The main structural element is a forged 7075-T73 aluminum alloy fitting which joins the rod end attachments of the spar tubes and blade retention bolt. The fitting is contoured to nest inside the skin structure and is thus protected from handling and environmental nicks and scratches. A simple, structurally effective, redundant load path, high cycle life and high ballistic resistance root end connection is provided.

Blade retention loads are transmitted via the primary load path through the spar tube metal "rod end" heads directly to the aluminum fitting and rotor by steel pin shear reactions. This direct load transfer minimizes shear loads in the fiber/resin spar tube wrap. Loads are transmitted to the fiber wrap primarily by bearing.
A redundant (secondary) load path is also provided. Fiberglass and aluminum doublers, starting at station 2.032 and building up to a maximum thickness at the blade retention bolt, are used to transmit blade loads to the rotor by shear transfer. The doublers are also designed to transmit the blade flatwise bending loads to the rotor hub, relieving tube bending near the root end.

Steel bushings are used to protect the softer aluminum root connection fitting pin hole surfaces from bearing stress and wear effects. All steel/aluminum interfaces are coated with Loctite to prevent moisture-induced dissimilar metal "battery action" type of corrosion. The aluminum fitting will be coated with a zinc chromate primer.
Note: (1) Metal to metal hub attachment.
(2) Spar can act like a pressure vessel for:
   (a) Retarding overpressure due to ballistic effect.
   (b) Ready inspection by high pressure helium leak test.
3.3 Repairability and Maintainability

Compared to the baseline Model 540 blade, the advanced concept AK-76 blade is considered to be superior in inherent reliability, damage tolerance, and repairability. The aft structure, in particular, lends itself to easy field repair by personnel of a skill level found at the direct support maintenance level. The repair techniques and field tools have been developed, demonstrated and qualified. The following discussion describes the repairability and maintainability features of the blade.

3.3.1 Spar

- Corrosion resistant materials virtually eliminate corrosion damage.
- Skin and overwraps protect spar tubes from incipient nicks, scratches, and environmental damage.
- Prestressing inhibits crack growth and confines damage to immediate area of defect (or ballistic hit).
- Spar tubes, which are essentially pressure vessel structures, can withstand very high internal "blast pressures".
- The prestressed composite spar construction lends itself to reuse for rebuilt blades, since basic spar subassembly is readily stripped from skin with low damage probability.
- Spar tube lends itself to simple non-destructive inspection techniques. High pressure helium can be used to provide a unique high level of detection sensitivity.

3.3.2 Skin

- Superficial nicks and scratches can be ignored due to low notch sensitivity of composites.
- Damage through skin, but not into core, may be repaired with a patch without extensive rework of the damaged skin.
- Distance between edges of adjacent patches can be less than on the B540 metal skinned blade.
- Skin delamination from spar due to ballistic damage of core localized due to overwrap on spar. Joint at aft end of spar eliminated.
Preparation of fiberglass surfaces for bonding is less critical than of aluminum surfaces.

- Nonmetallic skins and underlying structure will not act as heat sinks when heat is applied during cure cycle.

- Structural strength and fatigue life of skin patches will be at least as great as that of basic blade. Special recurring inspections of repair areas will not be required.

3.3.3 Core

- Core damage up to .0254 meters in diameter does not require installation of core plug. Damage is simply bridged with a skin patch.

- Nomex core material is easily machined using carbide router bit in standard electric router. Cylindrical cavities are thereby created to accept prefabricated plug/patches.

- Low notch sensitivity of the plastic fiber skin allows core routing operation to be performed by relatively unskilled person. Localized excursions up to .00152 meters of router are tolerable.

- Through-holes up to .178 meters in diameter may be repaired by installing 2 plug/patches (one in each side of blade).

- Structural strength and fatigue life of plug/patch repairs will be at least as great as that of basic blade. Special recurring inspections of repair areas will not be required.

3.3.4 Spline

- The skins covering the spline protect spline and become sacrificial material when blending of nicks, scratches, etc., is required.

- Kevlar is corrosion resistant, eliminating corrosion concerns.

- Loss by damage of up to approximately 50% of the spline can be repaired by installation of a "vee" shaped Kevlar doubler.

- Structural strength and fatigue life of "vee" doubler will be at least as great as that of basic blade. Special recurring inspections of repair areas will not be required.
3.3.5 Leading Edge Boot

— Resiliency of boot material will protect underlying structure from small projectiles.

— Small nicks or dents in boot material can be repaired easily with the field application of a patch.

3.3.6 Root Fitting

— The root fitting, a forged 7075-T73 aluminum fitting, has high toughness and is very resistant to stress-corrosion cracking. The fitting is protected from nicks and scratches by the skins and doublers.

3.3.7 Tip Structural Tie

— This aluminum fitting joins the outboard ends of the spar assemblies and provides an anchor for the tip cap. The fitting is protected from damage by the overwraps and skins. Figure 3-5 shows the tip structure. Note the NDI pressure valve to facilitate crack detection by helium leak check technique.
Figure 3-5 Tip Structure
4.0 Technical Discussion

4.1 Structural Analysis

4.1.1 Blade Assembly Structural Analysis

4.1.1.1 General

A preliminary stress analysis was performed on the prestressed spar rotor blade to assess the structural capabilities and feasibilities of the design. The detailed analysis is presented in Appendix 1, Section 7. Two loading conditions were considered in these analysis, the ultimate condition and the fatigue condition. Since the section properties of the prestressed spar rotor blade approximate those of the current AH-1G main rotor blade, loads previously developed for the AH-1G main rotor blades were used to evaluate the prestressed spar rotor blade. Ultimate loads were taken as 1.5 times limit loads. Fatigue loads were calculated from data given in(7). Critical sections of the prestressed rotor spar analyzed were:

a) Station 2.03 (80) at the outboard tips of the doublers

b) Zone between station 1.27 (50) in the vicinity of the tube attachment to the 7075-T73 aluminum fitting.

c) Station 1.04 (41) at the main bolt attachment area

4.1.1.2 Summary of Blade Assembly Structural Analysis Results

4.1.1.2.1 Blade Section Properties

The design of the basic portion of the prestressed spar rotor blade was tailored to match the section properties of the AH-1G main rotor as closely as possible to insure a dynamically similar blade. Figures 4-1 to 4-7 compare the section properties of the AK-76 prestressed spar rotor blade to those for the AH-1G main rotor blade. Agreement between basic blade section properties is acceptable for this predesign study.
Figure 4-1. Axial Stiffness vs Blade Station
Figure 4-2. Out-of-Plane Bending Stiffness vs Blade Station
Figure 4-3. In-Plane Bending Stiffness vs Blade Station
Figure 4-4: Distributed Weight vs Blade Station
Figure 4-5. Neutral Axis Chordwise Location vs Blade Station
Figure 4-6. Centroidal Axis Chordwise Location vs Blade Station
4.1.1.2.2 Stress and Margins of Safety

Margins of safety at the inboard tube ends (Sections A, B, C, of Figure 4-8) are given in Table 4-1 for the ultimate and fatigue loading conditions. The results are based on conservative assumptions which include neglect of head and fiber wrap load carrying capacity, see Section 7.1.3. Large positive margins of safety exist in all inboard tube and "rod end" lug sections.

Tables 4-2 and 4-3 summarize the stress and margins of safety for prestressed spar rotor structural elements at station 2.032 for the ultimate and fatigue loading conditions, respectively. Prestresses are included, as applicable. All structural components have large positive margins of safety.

Table 4-1
Inboard Tube Ends
Margins of Safety for Stations 1.156 (45.5) to 1.27 (50)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>M.S.- (ultimate)</th>
<th>M.S. (fatigue)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A (Sta. 50) 1.27</td>
<td>3.17</td>
<td>3.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>3.18</td>
<td>4.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C (Sta. 45.5) 1.156</td>
<td>&gt;10</td>
<td>&gt;10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.2 Prestressed Composite Spar Tube Structural Analysis

Prestressed composite spar tube structural design formulae, prestress calculations and buckling checks are detailed in Appendices 2, 3, Section 7. Tube and fiber overwrap stresses, based on an overall blade cross-section analysis, have been presented in preceding section 4.1.1.2.2.
### Table 4-2 STA. 2.032 Ultimate Load Conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEM</th>
<th>CONDITION</th>
<th>$E \times 10^{-6}$</th>
<th>$C_x$</th>
<th>$C_y$</th>
<th>$F_u$</th>
<th>$f_u$</th>
<th>$MS_u$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(N/m²)</td>
<td>(ft)</td>
<td>(m)</td>
<td>(N/m²)</td>
<td>(N/m²)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel Tube No. 1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>186158</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>$13.1 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>$-3.146 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>3.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$-2.294 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>4.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.499 $\times 10^8$</td>
<td>7.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.661 $\times 10^8$</td>
<td>18.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel Tube No. 2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$-2.913 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$-2.756 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>3.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.902 $\times 10^8$</td>
<td>13.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.817 $\times 10^8$</td>
<td>15.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel Tube No. 3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$-2.272 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>4.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$-2.882 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>3.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.567 $\times 10^8$</td>
<td>22.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.748 $\times 10^8$</td>
<td>16.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ $\frac{\pi}{12}$ rad. Wrap Tube No. 1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>153064</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>$14.41 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>$4.352 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>2.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.651 $\times 10^8$</td>
<td>2.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.924 $\times 10^8$</td>
<td>1.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.235 $\times 10^8$</td>
<td>2.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ $\frac{\pi}{12}$ rad. Wrap Tube No. 2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.160 $\times 10^8$</td>
<td>2.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.031 $\times 10^8$</td>
<td>2.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.434 $\times 10^8$</td>
<td>2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.307 $\times 10^8$</td>
<td>2.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ $\frac{\pi}{12}$ rad. Wrap Tube No. 3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.633 $\times 10^8$</td>
<td>2.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.434 $\times 10^8$</td>
<td>2.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.453 $\times 10^8$</td>
<td>2.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.307 $\times 10^8$</td>
<td>2.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ $\frac{\pi}{4}$ rad. Wrap Tube No. 1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>43988</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>$7.72 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>$1.339 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>4.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.137 $\times 10^8$</td>
<td>5.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.304 $\times 10^8$</td>
<td>4.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.273 $\times 10^8$</td>
<td>5.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ $\frac{\pi}{4}$ rad. Wrap Tube No. 2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.284 $\times 10^8$</td>
<td>5.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.247 $\times 10^8$</td>
<td>5.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.330 $\times 10^8$</td>
<td>4.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.293 $\times 10^8$</td>
<td>4.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ $\frac{\pi}{4}$ rad. Wrap Tube No. 3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.132 $\times 10^8$</td>
<td>5.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.276 $\times 10^8$</td>
<td>5.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.214 $\times 10^8$</td>
<td>5.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.293 $\times 10^8$</td>
<td>4.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin Outer Ply (Zero Prestress)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>23511</td>
<td>-0.028</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>$3.103 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>$0.524 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>4.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.570 $\times 10^8$</td>
<td>4.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.518 $\times 10^8$</td>
<td>4.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.564 $\times 10^8$</td>
<td>4.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T.E. Spline (Zero Prestress)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>75842</td>
<td>-0.553</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>$-2.758 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>$-1.485 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>13.79 $\times 10^8$</td>
<td>8.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$-2.758 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>13.79 $\times 10^8$</td>
<td>7.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### TABLE 4-3 RESULTS OF FATIGUE CONDITION STRESS ANALYSIS FOR STATION 2.032

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>E x 10^{-6}</th>
<th>C_x</th>
<th>C_y</th>
<th>ε_f</th>
<th>F_{tu}</th>
<th>*F_{E}</th>
<th>F_{a}</th>
<th>MS_{E} = F_{a}^{-1}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(N/m²)</td>
<td>(m)</td>
<td>(m)</td>
<td>(N/m²)</td>
<td>(N/m²)</td>
<td>(N/m²)</td>
<td>(N/m²)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Steel Tube No. 1**: 186158, 0.064, 0.019, -0.927 x 10^8 ± 0.744 x 10^8, 13.1 x 10^8 *2.068 x 10^8, 2.215 x 10^8, 1.98
- **Steel Tube No. 2**: 186158, 0.011, 0.024, -0.895 x 10^8 ± 0.808 x 10^8, 13.1 x 10^8 *2.068 x 10^8, 2.210 x 10^8, 1.73
- **Steel Tube No. 3**: 186158, -0.046, 0.024, -0.987 x 10^8 ± 0.688 x 10^8, 13.1 x 10^8 *2.068 x 10^8, 2.224 x 10^8, 1.50

- **± π/4 rad Tube Wrap No. 1**: 153064, 0.064, 0.020, 2.937 x 10^8 ± 0.673 x 10^8, 14.41 x 10^8 2.572 x 10^8, 2.048 x 10^8, 2.04
- **± π/4 rad Tube Wrap No. 2**: 153064, 0.012, 0.026, 2.964 x 10^8 ± 0.717 x 10^8, 14.41 x 10^8 2.572 x 10^8, 2.043 x 10^8, 1.85
- **± π/4 rad Tube Wrap No. 2**: 153064, -0.046, 0.026, 2.889 x 10^8 ± 0.782 x 10^8, 14.41 x 10^8 2.572 x 10^8, 2.056 x 10^8, 1.63

- **± π/4 rad. Tube Wrap No. 1**: 43988, 0.064, 0.023, 0.903 x 10^9 ± 0.215 x 10^8, 7.72 x 10^8 1.379 x 10^8, 1.218 x 10^8, 4.67
- **± π/4 rad. Tube Wrap No. 2**: 43988, 0.012, 0.029, 0.911 x 10^9 ± 0.228 x 10^8, 7.72 x 10^8 1.379 x 10^8, 1.216 x 10^8, 4.33
- **± π/4 rad. Tube Wrap No. 3**: 43988, -0.046, 0.029, 0.890 x 10^9 ± 0.246 x 10^8, 7.72 x 10^8 1.379 x 10^8, 1.220 x 10^8, 3.96

- **Skin Outer Ply**: 23511, -0.028, 0.032, 0.354 x 10^9 ± 0.140 x 10^8, 3.103 x 10^8 0.896 x 10^8, 0.794 x 10^8, 4.67

- **Trailing Edge Spline**: 75842, -0.553, 0.0026, 0.536 x 10^8 ± 0.563 x 10^8, 1.379 x 10^8 1.034 x 10^8, 0.994 x 10^8, 0.76

* Prestressed damage "endurance limit" and no crack propagation upper limit per crack propagation test data of Reference 6.

** These members have prestress, ε_t = 0.
Figure 4-8 - Sketch of Root End Metal Liner Head Cross-Section
Results of the discreet prestressed composite spar tube analysis are summarized below. These relations, as applicable, have been used in the calculations detailed in this report. Notation is defined in Section 7 and Figure 4-9.

a) Prestressed Composite Spar Tube Stiffness Properties

Fiber to Metal Bending Stiffness Ratio, \(k_{mb} = \sum_{j=1}^{n} \frac{E_{fj} \cos \theta_j}{E_{m}} \left(\frac{D_{fj}}{D_{mj}}\right)^3\) \(-- (4-1)\)

Fiber to Metal Torsional Stiffness Ratio, \(k_{mt} = \sum_{j=1}^{n} \frac{E_{fj} \cos \theta_j \sin \theta_j}{E_{m}} \left(\frac{D_{fj}}{D_{mj}}\right)^3\) \(-- (4-2)\)

Fiber to Metal Axial Extensional Stiffness Ratio, \(k_{ma} = \sum_{j=1}^{n} \frac{E_{fj} \cos \theta_j \sin \theta_j}{E_{m}} \left(\frac{D_{fj}}{D_{mj}}\right)\) \(-- (4-3)\)

Composite Bending Stiffness, \(k_{cb} = k_{mb} + k_{fa} (1 + \frac{k_{fa}}{k_{ma}})\) \(-- (4-4)\)

Composite Torsional Stiffness, \(k_{ct} = k_{mt} + k_{ft} = (1 + \frac{k_{ft}}{k_{mt}})k_{mt}\) \(-- (4-5)\)

Composite Axial Extensional Stiffness, \(k_{ca} = k_{ma} + k_{fa} = (1 + \frac{k_{fa}}{k_{ma}})k_{ma}\) \(-- (4-6)\)

b) Prestressed Composite Stresses

Fiber to Metal Bending (or direct axial) Stress Ratio, \(\sigma_{fx} = \frac{E_{f} \cos \theta}{E_{m}} \frac{G_{coax}}{G_{mb}} = \frac{G_{coax}}{G_{mb}} = \sigma_{fx}\) \(-- (4-7)\)

Metal Bending Stress, \(\sigma_{mb} = \frac{M_{m} C_{m}}{I_{m}} = \frac{M}{1 + \frac{k_{fa}}{k_{mb}}} \times \frac{C_{m}}{I_{m}}\) \(-- (4-8)\)

Metal Direct Axial Stress, \(\sigma_{mx} = \frac{F_{m}}{A_{m}} = \frac{F}{A_{m}} \times \frac{1}{1 + \frac{k_{fa}}{k_{ma}}}\) \(-- (4-9)\)

c) Prestresses

Spar tube prestresses, designed to provide a net compression in the metal and net tensions in the fibers under operating fatigue load conditions, were computed as:
Figure 4-9 - Sketch, Prestressed Composite Spar Tube Notation Description
Metal Longitudinal Compressive Prestress, \( \sigma_{ML} = -358.5 \times 10^6 \, N/m^2 \)

Metal Hoop Compressive Prestress, \( \sigma_{MH} = -137.9 \times 10^6 \, N/m^2 \)

\( +\frac{\pi}{12} \) rad (± 15°) Fiber Tensile Prestress, \( \sigma_{f1} = 77.2 \times 10^6 \, N/m^2 \)

\( +\frac{\pi}{4} \) rad (± 45°) Fiber Tensile Prestress, \( \sigma_{f2} = 50.3 \times 10^6 \, N/m^2 \)

These prestress levels are the same order as those previously demonstrated \( (\sigma_{ML} = -344.7 \times 10^6 \, N/m^2 \) and \( \sigma_{f} = 275.8 \times 10^6 \, N/m^2 \).

Therefore, no significant problems are anticipated.

d) Buckling Checks

Buckling checks of the metal liner were made using prestressed composite structure test data to evolve critical buckling load (stress) improvement factors compared to unprestressed homogeneous material structures. Positive margins of safety against buckling were computed as detailed in Appendix 3, Section 7.
4.2 Performance Evaluation

The AK-76 blade has the same external dimensions - airfoil section, chord, and planform - as the Model 540 blade. Mass and stiffness distributions of both blades match closely. Installed weight of the AK-76 blade is also same as that of the Model 540 blade.

Since the aerodynamic characteristics of the blade and the helicopter weights are unchanged, hover, forward flight, and maneuverability performance of an AH-1G with the new blade will be as good as with the Model 540 blades. Autorotation characteristics will also be uncompromised because the mass distributions - and therefore rotational inertias - of both blades closely match.

Aeroelastic stability and stall flutter boundaries may not be affected. Although such analysis were beyond the scope of present studies, the AK-76 blade responses, amplitudes, and damping rates should closely match those of the Model 540 blade since mass and stiffness characteristics are similar.

The new (AK-76) blade will probably be dynamically compatible with the AH-1G vehicle. Because of similarity in mass and stiffness distributions, natural frequencies and mode shapes of the AK-76 blade should approach those of the Model 540 blade. Dynamic analyses, not funded in this study, are needed to confirm dynamic compatibility.
4.3 Fabrication Considerations

4.3.1 Blade Assembly Fabrication

Figure 4-10A depicts the blade fabrication operation and sequences. Available, developed fabrication techniques are utilized as sketched on Figure 4-10B.

Level 1 operations prepare the prestressed spar tubes for the overwrap windings. The three prestressed spar tubes are mated to the root end attachment and outboard tie fittings and placed in a holding fixture for the winding. The fixture orients the inboard and outboard ends at their proper twist attitudes.

Precut plies for the shear transfer layer are then laid up over the tubes and the precast foam fillers put into position. The fillers will be 4- to 6-foot segments for ease in handling. This uncured "B" stage subassembly is then overwrapped with the KEVLAR 49 filament oriented at 45°, binding the tubes and fillers into a unitized "B" Stage component.

Level 2 operations complete the spar structure build up. The wrapped tube preassembly is positioned nose-up. The preformed unidirectional KEVLAR 49 nose block segments and the mid span and tip balance weights are tack bonded into place. The assembly is then wrapped with 45° rad.-oriented KEVLAR 49 filament. At this stage, the spar structure, except for the tubes, is still in the uncured "B" stage.

Level 3 operations produce the blade basic bonded structure. This phase begins with layup of the uncured upper skin in the primary half-mold bond fixture. The "B" stage spar, afterbody core segments, and the trailing edge spline are positioned in place with foam adhesive in all of the core splice joints and film adhesive where required. The lower skin is then laid on and secured. A flexible caul plate and an air bag are placed over the layup. The bond fixture is then placed into an autoclave, the air bag pressurized to squeeze the bond surfaces, and the structure heated for 60 to 90 minutes at the adhesive cure temperature. The half-mold caul plate tooling assures a smooth accurate contour and sound bonds, and is less expensive than matched closed dies.

Level 4 operations complete the blade bonding operations. The root end doublers and hub attachment area cheek plates are laid up on the cured blade structure, secured and bagged.
Figure 4-10A Blade Fabrication
1. **TUBE ASSY**

2. **TUBES PREPARED FOR SPAR WRAPS**

3. **SPAR TORSION WRAP, FOAM & TUBE WRAP**

4. **NOSE BLOCK, BALLAST CUTS, AND NOSE WRAP**

5. **SKINS AND END RIBS**

6. **DOUBLERS & CHEEK PLATES ADDED AND MACHINED**

   MAIN BOLT & DRAG BOLT HOLES REAMED TO SIZE

---

**Figure 4-10B: Blade Structure Build-Up**
The assembly is then cured at approximately 363°K. At this point, the trailing edge is trimmed to the net chord dimension and excess adhesive is cleaned off. The final bonding operation is attachment of the leading edge elastomer erosion boot with lower temperature-cure adhesive.

Level 5 operations complete the blade assembly. The structure is painted, three-scale weighed, and trim balanced with weights to meet the overall weight and center of gravity location specifications. Installations of the end closures and tip cap completes the blade fabrication operations.

4.3.2 Prestressed Composite Spar Tube Fabrication

4.3.2.1 Fabrication Operations and Sequencing

Prestressed composite spar tube fabrication operations and sequencing are shown schematically on Figure 4-11 and described herein.

a) Metal Liner Preform

Automated set-up machined root end and trailing end heads and circular cylindrical tube section (precut to length) are integrated by automatic girth welding techniques to form the 304L liner preform.

b) Inner Fiber Wrap

The metal liner preform is over-wrapped with the $\frac{\pi}{12}$ rad. helix angle HTS graphite fibers plus resin. Fiber wrapping tension is as close to zero as possible. The resin is cured in an oven. The "permanent" metal liner serves as the fiber wrapping mandrel. This construction avoids the problem of stripping the filament wound component from its mandrel, inherent in an all fiber structure. The metal liner can also be "rigidized", if required, by application of internal pressure during the fabrication process.
Figure 4-11 - Prestressed Composite Spar Tube Fabrication
c) First Cryogenic Stretchforming Operation

The $\pm \frac{\pi}{12}$ rad. fiber overwrapped 304L tubular liner is cryogenically stretched in a split closed die using liquid nitrogen (LN$_2$) as the coolant and pressurant. The die is similar in construction to the tooling developed and verified under previous contract efforts.$^{(5,6)}$ A two (2) stage cryogenic stretch operation is required because of the strain to rupture limitation of the HTS graphite fibers (about 1% strain). A large hoop cryogenic strain, needed to strengthen the metal liner, can be applied without overstraining the shallow $\pm \frac{\pi}{12}$ rad. angle fibers. On the other hand, if the $\pm \frac{\pi}{4}$ rad. fibers were stretched at the same time, they would rupture.

d) Outer Fiber Wrap

The $\pm \frac{\pi}{12}$ rad. fiber prior overwrapped and cryogenically stretchformed 304L liner is next overwrapped with the $\pm \frac{\pi}{4}$ rad. HTS graphite outer fiber layer. The resin is cured in an oven.

e) Second Cryogenic Stretchforming Operation

The $\pm \frac{\pi}{12}$ rad. and $\pm \frac{\pi}{4}$ rad. fiber overwrapped metal liner is cryogenically stretched in a split closed die to form the prestressed composite spar tube.

4.3.2.2 Alternate Fabrication Option

The second cryogenic stretchforming operation may be eliminated (Figure 4-11) if the outer $\pm \frac{\pi}{4}$ rad. HTS graphite fibers are wound under tension on a "rigidized" mandrel with subsequent mandrel "release". A detailed technical and cost analysis, beyond the scope of the present program, would determine the most suitable fabrication option to be used in hardware applications.

4.3.2.3 Other Options

Circular cylindrical tube sections were chosen for this design study because of simplicity and availability. Sheet metal "roll and weld" techniques, with their inherent flexibility, facilitate design options. This fabrication method can be used to make more structurally efficient oval-shaped...
tube sections as demonstrated on prior programs (5,6) as well as variable diameter (tapered) spar tubes to accommodate the advanced blade design configurations as discussed in Section 4.4.2. Variable thickness shapes can be fabricated by using chemical milled or ground tapered thickness starting sheet stock as demonstrated by large thin diaphragm shell forming technology(9). Welding would be done along the neutral axis to minimize weld stresses. Compressive prestressing, inhibiting crack growth and increasing fatigue life, would add further reliability to the metal spar component.

4.3.3 Processes

The AK-76 blade design lends itself to maximum use of automated processes for fabrication, minimizing expensive "hand" labor, improving quality, and maintaining better dimensional and weight control.

The prestressed spar is fully dependent on and designed around the readily automated filament winding process as discussed above. Metal liner preform fabrication involves use of standard starting tube sizes and automated set-up machined head ends. Head to tube body joining is accomplished by automatic welding techniques. The cryogenic stretch operations of the fiber overwrapped spar tubes in closed split dies are designed to minimize hand labor by using appropriate handling fixtures and "quick opening" die joints.

The fabrication plan also calls for filament winding of skins. The winding will be done on a drum whose circumference is slightly greater than the perimeter lengths of the upper and lower skins. The #120 glass cloth layer can then be wrapped over the wound skin strata to complete the skin structure. The uncured skin is then slit along the length of the drum and removed as sheets for layup into the blade structure.

The trailing edge spline can also be filament wound with a machine such as shown in Figure 4-12. Multistrands of the KEVLAR 49 filament are directed through a guide eye and resin cup back and forth in a spanwise direction over end pins. Layers of windings are built up toward the forward edge to produce the wedge cross section and a unidirectional spline.
Figure 4-12: Spline Filament Winding Machine
4.4 Alternate Applications

4.4.1 Other Rotor Systems

The AH-1G rotor is a two-bladed teetering system. Except for pitch, the blades are attached rigidly to the hub. The blades have to be designed for relatively high flatwise and edgewise bending moments. The prestressed spar blade structure readily accommodates these loads and provides significantly increased safe operational life compared to all metal blades.

The "prestressed spar" blade structure also appears suitable for use with other rotor systems such as the articulated, hingeless, and rigid configurations. The "prestressed spar" structure bending and torsional stiffness can be readily varied together and independently by selective matching of filament material, number of wrap layers, and winding angles to provide the strength and dynamic characteristics required for each rotor concept.

The blade structure can be tailored to be soft or hard inplane with various combinations of torsional stiffnesses to accommodate developed rotor systems or advanced concepts such as the aerodynamically controllable or compliant systems or rotors needing very rigid, high strength blades.

4.4.2 Advanced Design Blades

The "prestressed spar" was successfully integrated into the AK-76 design, a blade with a constant airfoil section, thickness, and chord length. Except for the ends, the spars are constant in diameter and wrap thicknesses.

Some of the advanced rotor concepts discussed in Section 4.4.1 use or can use blades with constant airfoil, thickness and chord geometry. The "prestressed spar" can be applied to these blade structures equally as well as in the AK-76 design.
Others of the advanced blades have different airfoil sections along the span, taper in thickness, incorporate non-linear and large twist, or have swept tips. Used in these structures, the prestressed spar diameter and wrap thickness may have to be varied to attain optimum structural compatibility. Fabrication would be more complex. Filament winding would require drop off of filaments along the span and more winding commands. Variable configuration sheet metal liners can be fabricated using existing "roll and weld" techniques and wall thickness can be varied by chemical milling or grinding as discussed in Section 4.3.2.3.

Accommodation of non-linear twist and higher twist angles may require that tubes for a multi-cell spar be bent, buried deeper into the structure, or spaced by separator elements. Swept and tapered tips would require that the outer span of the spar be bent or tapered. It may be more practical to terminate the spar at the tip juncture and design the tip as an attachable structure. The prestressed spar metallic tube structure simplifies the tip attachment.

The prestressed spar with its advantages can be integrated into most advanced design blades, particularly if the airfoil, thickness, and chord are constant and twist is normal. Application in varying geometry structures is technically feasible. Design and trade-off studies to evaluate the technical and economic benefits are recommended for the varying geometry case.

4.4.3 Non-Rotor Application

Because of the high stiffness-to-weight, infinite fatigue life, excellent tolerance to damage, and survivable-time post-damage life, the prestressed spar structural concept may be an excellent candidate for use in critical helicopter components such as tail rotor drive shafts, control system rods, and landing gear struts or members. All are critical to human safety and machine survivability. Battle or maintenance damage to any can be disastrous since the members are generally highly stressed and/or notch sensitive in fatigue.

Filament wraps on the drive shafts and control rods would reduce their notch damage sensitivity, reduce replacements due to surface scratches and damage, and improve the probability of survival to landing after battle damage.
5.0 BLADE COST ESTIMATE

5.1 Introduction

The major cost elements in introducing and using a new product into service are the acquisition and life cycle costs.

The acquisition costs cover non-recurring and recurring cost elements. Non-recurring items include costs such as design and engineering, test and development, and manufacturing development and tooling. Recurring costs consist of elements such as materials, direct labor, inspection and quality control, and acceptance testing.

Life cycle costs are the user's costs for servicing, maintaining, and overhauling the product during its use. These are dependent on the item's reliability, damage resistance, and serviceability characteristics. Improvement of these characteristics increase "system availability" for use.

As discussed in Section 4.3, the AK-76 blade design permits extensive use of automated processes for high volume filament winding/bonding with relatively simple tooling for production of blades. In addition, prestressed composite spar fabrication is straightforward and readily automated. Design and development based on demonstrated technology should be straightforward without high risk. The new blade price should, therefore, be competitive with those of contemporary blades now appearing on the scene.

With respect to life cycle costs, not only is the AK-76 blade considered more reliable and damage resistant than the Model 540 blade, but its all-composite structure is amenable to field repair of wide ranges of damage types and severity, particularly in the afterbody skin and core. Repair techniques which would be used have already been developed and successfully demonstrated by Kaman in the Army-funded Field Repairable Blade Program. The demonstrated repair procedures, kit-packaged materials, and supporting tools assure reliable field-repair bonds.

The authorized scope of study permitted only a qualitative estimation by comparison of acquisition and life cycle costs. The basis of these estimates is set forth below.

Kaman has designed, developed, and demonstrated or qualified a number of helicopter advanced blade structures in the past few years - the UH-2"101" rotor blade, the Army-funded Field Repairable Blade (FREB), and a Controllable Twist Rotor (CTR) blade.
Kaman is completing the design of the "Circulation Control Rotor" (CCR) blade for the Navy and is designing, developing, and qualifying an Improved Main Rotor Blade (IMRB) for the AH-1Q helicopter under an Army contract.

These blades utilize and demonstrate many of the AK-76 structural features. The operational "101" and experimental CTR blades both have the honeycomb core - composite skin afterbody structure. Field repair feasibility and reliability of the Nomex core - composite skin afterbody were demonstrated with the Field Repairable blade. Excepting the spar structure and external shape, the AH-1Q IMRB structure is quite similar in design to the AK-76 structure.

Kaman utilized its cost analysis and experience from programs such as the above to estimate the probable development, unit production, and life cycle costs for the AK-76 design.

5.2 Acquisition Costs

Basically the AK-76 uses proven engineering and manufacturing technology. Development risks should be minimal. The main risk area is the prestressed spar. Design, manufacturing and test data for the prestressed composite construction exists, but its technical performance and manufacturing feasibility in the blade application have yet to be demonstrated. However, the risk for the AK-76 defined design appears to be a "normal level" of development risk, and the following cost estimates should be reasonably valid.

5.2.1 Engineering and Development Costs

This category of costs covers the design and engineering; preparation of design and fabrication drawings and data; planning and performance of development tests - such as static, fatigue, and whirl; planning, performance, and support of airworthiness qualification ground and flight tests; development of manufacturing techniques; design and fabrication of test fixtures and manufacturing tooling; manufacture of test hardware; and data documentation normally required by the services. These are essentially the non-recurring cost activities.

Based on Kaman's prior experience, the full program to design, develop, and qualify the blade for production would entail about 90,000 engineering and 40,000 manufacturing man-hours plus approximately $1,300,000 for material and purchased parts. Using typical industry rates, costs for this will then be:
Engineering: $2,700,000  
Manufacturing: 700,000  
Materials: 1,300,000  
Other Direct Charges: 80,000  
$4,780,000

The above costs include engineering, manufacturing, material, general and administrative overhead burdens. The contractors profit or fee is additional. Flight demonstration only and manufacturing feasibility evaluation programs would cost less. "Flight demonstration only" may likely fall in the $2.5 to $3.0 million range. Elements of the above total program can be structured to be performed for as little as $80 to $100 thousand.

5.2.2 Unit Production Cost

The unit production cost target for the AH-1Q IMRB blade is $8,000 or less for a production lot of 200 blades. The estimate after fabrication of several prototype units indicates that the target can be met.

The AK-76 blade is structurally similar to the IMRB blade, excepting the spar. Assembly operations of the after-body and overall blade structure and bonding procedures should be comparable. However, the AK-76 blade with constant chord and thickness is simpler in geometry than the IMRB blade with changing airfoil, section thickness, and tapered tip. It is, therefore, estimated that the unit cost for 200 AK-76 blades will be less than the IMRB blade, probably in the $7000 to $7200 range. Apportionment of cost is estimated as:

Spar Materials and Labor $2050
Blade Materials $2850
Blade Labor $2200

The costs, based on early 76 dollars, include overhead and profit.

Relaxation of some of the geometric and mass/stiffness restraints of the present study can result in spar cost reduction by permitting use of lower cost fibers. For example,
substitution of PRD-49 fibers for HTS graphite spar tube fiber 
overwrap will lead to a reduction of about $400 in spar unit 
production cost.

5.3 Life Cycle Cost

Total life cycle costs of a blade are primarily functions 
of the blade's reliability, maintainability, and repairability. 
Not only is the AK-76 blade more corrosion and damage tolerant 
than the all metal 540 blade, it is more highly repairable.(12) although this 
study did not include a detail life cycle cost comparison with 
the Model 540 blade, a synthesis with results of earlier studies 
to compare the IMRB (all fiber) blade with the Model 540 blade 
can be utilized to indicate anticipated further improvements by 
use of the AK-76 blade.

The life cycle cost comparison of Table 5-1 below indicates 
a $67,939 Model 540 cost per aircraft as compared to a $40,654 IMRB 
cost per aircraft. (7) This corresponds to a 40% life cycle projected 
cost reduction for the IMRB blade. A reduction of the $40,654 IMRB 
cost per aircraft is projected for the AK-76 due to lower new blade 
cost, improved ballistic survival and improved durability based on 
non-criticality of long term resin degradation. Therefore, one would 
anticipate a life cycle cost reduction of more than 40% for the AK-76 
blade compared to the 540 blade.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 5-1 LIFE CYCLE COST(^1) COMPARISON</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BLADE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Blade Price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Time Between Failures (Blade Hours)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field Repairability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replacements Per Aircraft Life Cycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Initial Procurement Cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Replacement Cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Maintenance Cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Life Cycle Blade Cost Per Aircraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance Man-Hours/Flight Hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blade-Related Aircraft Downtime (Hours)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\) Costs are in late 1975 dollars
6.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 Conclusions

6.1.1 The AK-76 blade design meets the study's prime objective of defining an advanced helicopter rotor blade structure which incorporates the ARDE, INC. prestressed spar and which is functionally equivalent to the current AH-1G helicopter Model 540 rotor blade.

Because the AK-76 composite structure blade is dimensionally the same as the Model 540 blade, closely matches the Model 540 blade in mass and stiffness distributions and installed weight, retrofits without modification to the helicopter, current hover and flight performance, maneuverability, and low speed agility should be maintained.

6.1.2 The prestressed composite (metal/fiber overwrap) spar structure offers a unique combination of advantages and design flexibility, many combinations of which are only available by use of prestressed composite construction. It is projected that benefits would apply for articulated, hingeless and rigid rotors.

a) Life Cycle Cost Savings Projected

. More than 40% compared to Model 540 Rotor Blade

. Project higher durability than all fibers since long term degradation of matrix resin is not critical to the prestressed composite load carrying capability.

b) The use of fiber over the metal enables projection of significantly improved ballistic tolerance over all metal or all fiber construction.

. The metal is retained in compression. Crack growth is retarded. Gun fire resistance has been demonstrated.

. The spar tube acts as a pressure vessel which is capable of sustaining high internal pressure.
The metal acts as a redundant load path. Load can be effectively transferred from fiber to metal.

c) Prestressed metal liner in compression during operation is insensitive to flaws and stress raisers and increases life. This is not available in all metal. Tensile prestressed fibers retain full effectiveness under compression loads. This is not available in all fiber.

d) Isotensoid fiber wrap develops full uniaxial fiber strength and minimizes inefficient load transfer by shear through resin. This is not available in all fiber.

e) The fiber members of the composite construction themselves corrosion resistant, protect the inner stainless steel member from moisture, dust, dirt, and the external weather and atmospheric environment. Stainless steel also has a high corrosion resistance. The composite construction therefore maintains improved corrosion resistance compared to all metal blades.

f) Prestressed metal liner allows simple, reliable and structurally efficient blade/rotor attachment. Effective multi-redundant load path root attachments are possible. This is not readily available in all fiber nor all metal.

g) Damage vulnerable after body structure is readily repaired under field repair operating conditions and environment. Repair of all metal construction is more difficult because of the difficulty of obtaining required mating joint surface cleanliness preparation and fit-up under field conditions. All metal is crack/flaw sensitive.

h) Low cost non-destructive inspection by gas leak detection is enhanced. Spar tubes may be pressurized internally with helium to high pressures thus increasing the sensitivity of the leak detection instrumentation. Internal pressure capacity of all metal construction is lower than composite configuration and all fiber construction is porous and would leak, rendering flaw detection by this technique invalid.

6.1.3 As a result of the study, it is projected that the prestressed metal/fiberwrap composite spar offers the
potential for additional unique advantages if some of the geometric, mass and stiffness constraints imposed by this study were removed in order to allow the following:

1) Take advantage of the structural "tuning" offered by the prestressed composite.
   a) Use of oval shape spars for improved bending stiffness and packaging.
   b) Modify stiffness distribution by use of varied metal thickness and fiberwrap patterns to provide lighter total blade weight with more mass concentrated at tip region. This would provide the required rotational energy for autorotation needs at a payload advantage. Resulting new blade natural frequencies would be chosen to be compatible with total helicopter system requirements.
   c) Use of less expensive fibers to significantly reduce cost.

2) Take advantage of the metal liner to provide easy attachment of various geometric blade tips for aeroacoustic designs.

6.2 Recommendations

Based on the successful results of this study and the projected unique advantages discussed above, the following program(s) to evaluate and demonstrate the prestressed composite spar characteristics are recommended:

1. Dynamic analysis of the AK-76 blade to verify dynamic similarity to the Model 540 blade.

2. Design study of a varying geometry blade to evaluate the technical and economical merits of the "prestressed spar" application in one advanced design blade.

3. Conduct ballistic firing tests on specimen spar structures using larger caliber projectiles such as the 23 mm shells to demonstrate the projected improved survival capability and obtain data for comparison with other blade structures. Specimens can be short length. Firings can be done at the Aberdeen Proving Grounds range where ballistic tests on other helicopter blades have been performed. Such tests should graphically demonstrate a major advantage of the prestressed composite spar.
7.1 Appendix - Blade Assembly Structural Analysis

7.1.1 General

A preliminary stress analysis of the AK-76 composite prestressed spar rotor blade assembly is presented herein. Results have been summarized in Section 4.1.1. Ultimate and fatigue load conditions were investigated in the analysis. Loads previously developed for the AH-1G main rotor blades were used to evaluate the composite prestressed spar rotor blade since the AK-76 blade section properties approximate those of the AH-1G blade. Limit centrifugal forces, in-plane bending moments, and out-of-plane bending moments obtained from Reference 8 are shown in Figures 7-1 through 7-4. Ultimate loads are 1.5 times limit loads. Fatigue condition loads were calculated from data presented in Reference 7. Steady and vibratory in-plane and out-of-plane bending moments used in the fatigue analysis are shown in Figures 7-5 and 7-6.

The basic equations used to convert externally applied loads into internal stresses acting within the composite prestressed spar rotor blade and used to determine the margins of safety are:

a) Ultimate Condition

Ult. axial stress, \( f_u = 1.5 \left( \frac{C_F}{E_A} \right) \left( \frac{M_x G}{EI_{xx}} \right) + \frac{M_y G}{EI_{yy}} \) \( + f_i \) \( \ldots (7-1) \)

Ult. margin of safety, \( MS_u = \frac{F_u}{f_u} - 1 \) \( \ldots (7-2) \)

Equation 7-1 expresses the fact that the axial stress in any element of the cross-section due to externally applied CF and bending loads is proportional to the ratio of its stiffness to the stiffness of the entire cross-section. The initial stress, \( f_i \), is superposed, as applicable. The 1.5 factor converts limit to ultimate condition. Equation 7-2 is the "standard" well-known relation for margin of safety.

b) Fatigue Condition

Axial fatigue stress is given by,

\( f_c = (f_s + f_v) = \frac{C_F E}{2EA} \pm (M_x G + M_y G) \frac{E}{2EI_{xx}} \pm (M_y G + M_y G) \frac{E}{2EI_{yy}} \) \( + f_i \) \( \ldots (7-3) \)
Figure 7-1 Design Loads - AH-1G Model 540 Rotor Centrifugal Force Distribution
Figure 7-2 Design Loads - AH-1G Model 540 Rotor Limit Chordwise Moment About Blade Neutral Axis
Figure 7-3 - Design Loads - AH-1G Model 540 Rotor Limit Chordwise Moment About Blade Neutral Axis
Figure 7-4 - Design Loads - AH-1G Model 540 Rotor Limit Beamwise Moment Distribution
Figure 7-5 - Fatigue Condition - Steady & Vib. Inplane Bending Moment
Figure 7-6 - Fatigue Condition - Steady & Vib. Out-Of-Plane Bending Moment
Using a modified Goodman Diagram, the allowable vibratory stress is computed from

\[ F_a = F_e \left(1 - \frac{s}{F_{tu}}\right) \quad (7-4) \]

The margin of safety in fatigue is then determined from

\[ MS_f = \frac{F_a}{f_v} - 1 \quad (7-5) \]

Section properties for the prestressed spar rotor blade used in the stress analysis are compared in Figures 4-1 to 4-7 of Section 4.1.1.2.1 to those for the AH-1G main rotor blade from Reference 8. The design of the basic portion of the prestressed spar rotor blade was tailored to match the section properties of the AH-1G main rotor as closely as possible to insure that natural in-plane and out-of-plane bending frequencies and natural torsional frequencies would be similar to those of the AH-1G blade, thus precluding coupled-mode instability problems.

Physical properties of the materials used in the design of the composite prestressed spar rotor blade are listed in Table 7-1. Since the scope of published data for some of these materials is limited or non-existent, lacking values were estimated. Testing is recommended to verify that these values are conservative enough for final design.

The critical sections of the prestressed spar rotor analyzed are listed below:

- Station 2.032 (80) at the outboard tips of the doublers.
- Stations 1.041 (41) through 1.27 (50) (main bolt attach area to the vicinity of tube attachment the inboard fitting).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>$F_{tu}$ $(N/m^2)$</th>
<th>$E_x \times 10^{-6}$</th>
<th>$G \times 10^{-6}$</th>
<th>$F_e$ $(R-1)$</th>
<th>$\rho$ $Kg/m^3$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Metal Tubes</td>
<td>304L Cryogenically Stretched</td>
<td>$13.1 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>186158</td>
<td>75842</td>
<td>$2.068 \times 10^8$*</td>
<td>7888.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tube Wrap</td>
<td>$\frac{P}{12}$ rad. High Strength Carbon Graphite A</td>
<td>$14.41 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>187537+</td>
<td>11169</td>
<td>$2.572 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>1599.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tube Wrap</td>
<td>$\frac{P}{2}$ rad. High Strength Carbon Graphite A</td>
<td>$7.722 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>43988+</td>
<td>43988</td>
<td>$1.379 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>1599.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spar Wraps &amp; Nose Wrap</td>
<td>$\frac{P}{4}$ rad. PRD49, Filament Wound</td>
<td>$8.184 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>23580</td>
<td>23580</td>
<td>$0.517 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>1384.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nose Block and Trailing Edge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spline</td>
<td>0 rad. PRD 49, Undirectional</td>
<td>$13.79 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>75842</td>
<td>2068</td>
<td>$1.034 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>1384.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin Outer Ply</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 rad. - 120 E - Glass</td>
<td>$3.10 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>23511</td>
<td>3930</td>
<td>$0.896 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>1937.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin Inner Ply</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\frac{P}{4}$ rad. PRD 49</td>
<td>$1.93 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>6895</td>
<td>6895</td>
<td>$0.241 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>1384.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin Inner Ply</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0 rad. PRD 49</td>
<td>$13.79 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>75842</td>
<td>2068</td>
<td>$1.034 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>1384.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiberglass Doublets</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\frac{P}{4}$ rad. - 120 E - Glass</td>
<td>$1.572 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>11921</td>
<td>10611</td>
<td>$0.517 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>1937.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminum Doubblers</td>
<td>2024-T3 Aluminum Sheet</td>
<td>$4.137 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>72395</td>
<td>27579</td>
<td>$0.414 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>2767.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grip Plates</td>
<td>2014-T6 Aluminum Forging</td>
<td>$4.482 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>72395</td>
<td>27579</td>
<td>$0.414 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>2795.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid Span Ballast Wt.</td>
<td>Naval Brass Forging</td>
<td>$3.93 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>103421</td>
<td>39714</td>
<td>$0.414 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>8414.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outboard Inertia Wt.</td>
<td>Tungsten</td>
<td>$15.168 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>406791</td>
<td>156442</td>
<td>$1.241 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>19375.93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Prestressed damaged "endurance limit" and no crack propagation upper limit per crack propagation test data of reference

$\Delta F_{tu}$ (in fiber direction) = $20.684 \times 10^8$ N/m$^2$ (fiber less resin)

$G$ (in fiber direction) = $22.063 \times 10^8$ N/m$^2$ (fiber less resin)
7.1.2 Station 2.032(80) Analysis

Section Properties

The basic section properties for Station 2.032 (80) from Table 7-2 used in the stress analysis are:

\[
\begin{align*}
EA &= (77.91 \times 10^6 \text{ lb}) \times 346.6 \text{ N} \times 10^6 \\
EI_{xx} &= (33.68 \times 10^6 \text{ lb}) \times 0.0967 \times 10^6 \text{ N-m}^2 \\
EI_{yy} &= (2510.2 \times 10^6 \text{ lb-in}^2) \times 7.204 \times 10^6 \text{ N-m}^2 \\
\bar{x}_{NA} &= (5.212 \text{ in}) \times 0.1324 \text{ m from leading edge}
\end{align*}
\]

The basic dimensions and materials of the three prestressed tubes at Station 2.032 (80) are shown in Figure 7-7.

Ultimate Condition

The limit loads used in the ultimate condition stress analysis of Station 2.032 (80) are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>CF N(lb)</th>
<th>(M_x) N-m (lb-in)</th>
<th>(M_y) N-m (lb-in)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>293,583(66,000)</td>
<td>2260(20,000)</td>
<td>28,811 (255,000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>293,583(66,000)</td>
<td>2260(20,000)</td>
<td>-5649 (-50,000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>489,304(110,000)</td>
<td>565 (5,000)</td>
<td>33895 (300,000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>489,304(110,000)</td>
<td>565 (5,000)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The ultimate loads are 1.5 times the above limit loads.

Station 2.032(80) ultimate condition stress for the four above loading conditions is summarized in Table 4-2 of Section 4.
### TABLE 7-2: BLADE SECTION PROPERTIES, STA 2.032(80)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>E_x</th>
<th>E_y</th>
<th>E_o</th>
<th>E_{xx}</th>
<th>E_{yy}</th>
<th>x</th>
<th>y</th>
<th>z</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>w</th>
<th>x_C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Skins</td>
<td>0.000319</td>
<td>30854</td>
<td>9.831</td>
<td>0.13288</td>
<td>1.301</td>
<td>0.172</td>
<td>0.06773</td>
<td>0.00560</td>
<td>1467</td>
<td>0.4680</td>
<td>0.0619</td>
<td>0.13228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.000469</td>
<td>30854</td>
<td>14.468</td>
<td>0.47976</td>
<td>6.941</td>
<td>3.332</td>
<td>0.20475</td>
<td>0.00358</td>
<td>1467</td>
<td>0.6880</td>
<td>0.3301</td>
<td>0.47976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nose Wrap</td>
<td>0.000215</td>
<td>23580</td>
<td>5.075</td>
<td>0.08578</td>
<td>0.435</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.01622</td>
<td>0.00331</td>
<td>1384</td>
<td>0.2976</td>
<td>0.0255</td>
<td>0.08578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.000056</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>1.317</td>
<td>0.19723</td>
<td>0.260</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>0.00011</td>
<td>0.00061</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>0.0775</td>
<td>0.0153</td>
<td>0.19723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spar Wrap</td>
<td>0.000045</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>1.059</td>
<td>0.05314</td>
<td>0.056</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.00006</td>
<td>0.00031</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>0.0623</td>
<td>0.0033</td>
<td>0.05314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.000129</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>3.043</td>
<td>0.12408</td>
<td>0.378</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>0.00304</td>
<td>0.00262</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>0.1785</td>
<td>0.0221</td>
<td>0.12408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.000055</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>1.292</td>
<td>0.19690</td>
<td>0.254</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>0.00011</td>
<td>0.00056</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>0.0761</td>
<td>0.0150</td>
<td>0.19690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torsion Wrap</td>
<td>0.000088</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>2.066</td>
<td>0.06858</td>
<td>0.142</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.00057</td>
<td>0.00057</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>0.1218</td>
<td>0.0094</td>
<td>0.06858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.000107</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>2.534</td>
<td>0.12065</td>
<td>0.306</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.00107</td>
<td>0.00107</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>0.1481</td>
<td>0.0179</td>
<td>0.12065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.000107</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>2.534</td>
<td>0.17805</td>
<td>0.451</td>
<td>0.080</td>
<td>0.00107</td>
<td>0.00107</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>0.1481</td>
<td>0.0264</td>
<td>0.17805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Front Spar</td>
<td>0.000389</td>
<td>43898</td>
<td>17.113</td>
<td>0.06858</td>
<td>1.174</td>
<td>0.090</td>
<td>0.00414</td>
<td>0.00414</td>
<td>1605</td>
<td>0.6243</td>
<td>0.0429</td>
<td>0.06858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T x rad.</td>
<td>0.000047</td>
<td>186158</td>
<td>6.743</td>
<td>0.06858</td>
<td>0.600</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td>0.00148</td>
<td>0.00148</td>
<td>7889</td>
<td>0.3708</td>
<td>0.0254</td>
<td>0.06858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrap Next</td>
<td>0.000241</td>
<td>153064</td>
<td>36.834</td>
<td>0.06858</td>
<td>2.526</td>
<td>0.173</td>
<td>0.00707</td>
<td>0.00707</td>
<td>1605</td>
<td>0.3868</td>
<td>0.0265</td>
<td>0.06858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To Tube</td>
<td>0.000483</td>
<td>43898</td>
<td>21.256</td>
<td>0.12065</td>
<td>2.564</td>
<td>0.309</td>
<td>0.00794</td>
<td>0.00795</td>
<td>1605</td>
<td>0.7752</td>
<td>0.0935</td>
<td>0.12065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid Spar</td>
<td>0.000061</td>
<td>153064</td>
<td>56.088</td>
<td>0.7867</td>
<td>5.647</td>
<td>0.681</td>
<td>0.01456</td>
<td>0.01456</td>
<td>1605</td>
<td>0.4991</td>
<td>0.0602</td>
<td>0.12065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.000061</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>186158</td>
<td>11.278</td>
<td>0.12065</td>
<td>1.361</td>
<td>0.164</td>
<td>0.00317</td>
<td>0.00317</td>
<td>7889</td>
<td>0.4812</td>
<td>0.0581</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aft Spar</td>
<td>0.000483</td>
<td>43898</td>
<td>21.256</td>
<td>0.17805</td>
<td>3.785</td>
<td>0.674</td>
<td>0.00794</td>
<td>0.00794</td>
<td>1605</td>
<td>0.7752</td>
<td>0.1380</td>
<td>0.17805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.000306</td>
<td>153064</td>
<td>46.808</td>
<td>0.17805</td>
<td>8.234</td>
<td>1.484</td>
<td>0.01456</td>
<td>0.01456</td>
<td>1605</td>
<td>0.4911</td>
<td>0.0874</td>
<td>0.17805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.000061</td>
<td>186158</td>
<td>11.278</td>
<td>0.17805</td>
<td>2.008</td>
<td>0.358</td>
<td>0.00317</td>
<td>0.00317</td>
<td>7889</td>
<td>0.4812</td>
<td>0.0587</td>
<td>0.17805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nose Block</td>
<td>0.000089</td>
<td>75842</td>
<td>68.111</td>
<td>0.03269</td>
<td>2.226</td>
<td>0.073</td>
<td>0.33278</td>
<td>0.01331</td>
<td>1384</td>
<td>1.2428</td>
<td>0.0406</td>
<td>0.03269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2&quot; Spline</td>
<td>0.000183</td>
<td>75842</td>
<td>12.847</td>
<td>0.65250</td>
<td>9.035</td>
<td>5.966</td>
<td>0.02122</td>
<td>0.00003</td>
<td>1384</td>
<td>0.2533</td>
<td>0.1653</td>
<td>0.65250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nomax Core</td>
<td>0.015192</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foam</td>
<td>0.002779</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erosion</td>
<td>0.000369</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[
E_{yy} = \Sigma E_{x}^2 + \Sigma E_{o} \cdot \Sigma E_{x} (\Sigma x^2) = 12.584 + 0.69366 - 346.551 (0.3238^2) = 7.204 \times 10^6
\]
CHORDWISE STATIONS FROM L.E.

TUBE 1

STA 0.069 (2.70)

\(0.041 \text{ (1.628)}\)

\(0.037 \text{ (1.46)}\)

\((1.43) \text{ I.D.} \)

\(0.036\)

TUBE 2

STA 0.121 (4.75)

\(+0.0282 \text{ (.111) THK} \text{ CARBON} \)

\(\text{GRAPHITE} \& \text{ RESIN}\)

TUBE 3

STA 0.178 (7.01)

\(+2.269 \text{ O.D.} \text{ 0.057}\)

\((-2.04) \text{ 0.052}\)

\((-1.88) \text{ 0.048}\)

\((-1.85) \text{ I.D.} \text{ 0.047}\)

X

TUBES 2 & 3 IDENTICAL

Figure 7-7 Tubes Basic Dimensions & Materials
Fatigue Condition

Fatigue loads for Station 2.032 (80) are:

\[ CF = (90,000 \text{ lb.}) \times 400,340 \text{N} \]
\[ M_x = (10,000 \pm 15,000 \text{ in-lb}) \times 1130 \pm 1695 \text{N-m} \]
\[ M_y = (55,000 \pm 80,000 \text{ in-lb}) \times 6214 \pm 9039 \text{N-m} \]

Table 4-3 of Section 4 summarizes the results of the fatigue condition stress analysis for Station 2.032. All components show positive margins indicating infinite fatigue life.

7.1.3 Analysis of Stations 1.041 (41) through 1.27 (50)

Structural adequacy of this portion of the prestressed spar rotor blade is conservatively evaluated by using Station 1.27 section properties and Station 1.041 loads.

Station 1.27 section properties from Table 7-3 used in analysis are:

\[ EA = (141.1 \times 10^6 \text{ lb}) \times 627.6 \times 10^6 \text{N} \]
\[ EI_{xx} = (116.4 \times 10^6 \text{ lb-in}^2) \times 0.334 \times 10^6 \text{N-m}^2 \]
\[ EI_{yy} = (8129.5 \text{ lb-in}^2) \times 23.33 \text{N-m}^2 \]
\[ X = (8.159 \text{ in}) \times 0.2072 \text{m from leading edge} \]

Limit loads at Station 1.041 are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>CF N (lb)</th>
<th>Mx N-m (lb-in)</th>
<th>My N-m (lb-in)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>334,506 (75,200)</td>
<td>6666 (59,000)</td>
<td>26,890 (238,000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>334,506 (75,200)</td>
<td>6666 (59,000)</td>
<td>-17,965 (-159,000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>540,459 (121,500)</td>
<td>1864 (16,500)</td>
<td>26,890 (238,000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>540,459 (121,500)</td>
<td>1864 (16,500)</td>
<td>-17,965 (-159,000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>( P ) (10^5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clean Blade</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>346.551</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per 3&quot;</td>
<td>Spline</td>
<td>0.000228</td>
<td>75842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alum Dblr.A</td>
<td>1A</td>
<td>0.000272</td>
<td>72395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alum Dblr.B</td>
<td>2A</td>
<td>0.000050</td>
<td>72395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alum Dblr.C</td>
<td>3A</td>
<td>0.000129</td>
<td>72395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alum Dblr.D</td>
<td>4A</td>
<td>0.0000268</td>
<td>72395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminum</td>
<td>5A</td>
<td>0.000050</td>
<td>72395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminum</td>
<td>6A</td>
<td>0.000110</td>
<td>72395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminum</td>
<td>7A</td>
<td>0.000265</td>
<td>72395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminum</td>
<td>8A</td>
<td>0.000033</td>
<td>72395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminum</td>
<td>9A</td>
<td>0.000097</td>
<td>72395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminum</td>
<td>10A</td>
<td>0.000265</td>
<td>72395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminum</td>
<td>11A</td>
<td>0.000023</td>
<td>72395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminum</td>
<td>12A</td>
<td>0.000084</td>
<td>72395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminum</td>
<td>13A</td>
<td>0.000261</td>
<td>72395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminum</td>
<td>14A</td>
<td>0.000058</td>
<td>72395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminum</td>
<td>15A</td>
<td>0.0001057</td>
<td>72395</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[
\begin{align*}
K_{YY} &= \frac{\varepsilon A_Y}{Y} + \frac{\varepsilon E_D}{Y} = 47.792 + 2.48805 - 627.537 (0.20722)^2 = 23.335 \times 10^6
\end{align*}
\]
Fatigue loads at Station 1.041 are:

\[ CF = (100,000 \text{ lb}) \ 444,822 \text{N} \]

\[ M_x = (15,500 \pm 12,500 \text{ in-lb}) 1751 \pm 1412 \text{m-N} \]

\[ M_y = (71,000 \pm 97,500 \text{ in-lb}) 8022 \pm 11016 \text{m-N} \]

**Spar Attachment to Inboard Fitting**

The metal spar tube ends were assumed to carry the above loadings in the redundant root end structure as a conservative approach. The load carrying capacity of the fiber overwrap in this area has been omitted and the beneficial effects of metal prestressing have been disregarded, which is also conservative. Figure 4-8 of Section 4 shows the spar ends design. All are similar except for basic diameters at Section A-A.

**Section A-A (STA, 50) 1.27**

Coordinates, areas, and moduli of elasticity for the critical sections of the three 304L stainless steel tubes at Station 1.27 are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tube No.</th>
<th>C_x (in.)</th>
<th>C_y (in.)</th>
<th>A_t2 (in^2)</th>
<th>N_m (ksi)</th>
<th>E x 10^-6 (psi)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>.1387</td>
<td>.0186</td>
<td>.732</td>
<td>(.0000470</td>
<td>(.0728) 186,158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>.0866</td>
<td>.0239</td>
<td>.942</td>
<td>(.0000606</td>
<td>(.0939) 186,158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>.0292</td>
<td>.0239</td>
<td>.942</td>
<td>(.0000606</td>
<td>(.0939) 186,158</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ultimate steel tube stresses, margins of safety, and equivalent axial tube loads for Section A-A are summarized in the following Table 7-4. Neglecting prestresses, the equivalent ultimate axial load of each tube is conservatively assumed to be:

\[ P_u = A_t f_u \quad -(7-5) \]
### TABLE 7-4

STATION 1.27 (50) TUBE ULTIMATE MARGINS OF SAFETY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>$N_{f}^u$ $M_{fu}$</th>
<th>Tube No. 1</th>
<th>Tube No. 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N/m$^2$</td>
<td>$N$</td>
<td>N/m$^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$2.97 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>3.40</td>
<td>13,950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$2.226 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>4.88</td>
<td>10,453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$3.140 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>3.17</td>
<td>14,750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>$2.396 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>4.46</td>
<td>11,254</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fatigue condition stresses, margins of safety in fatigue, and the equivalent axial fatigue load acting on each tube at Section A-A are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tube Number</th>
<th>$N_{f}^u$ $M_{fu}$</th>
<th>$MS_f$</th>
<th>$P_f$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$2.384 \times 10^8 \pm 0.402 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>3.21</td>
<td>11201 $\pm$ 1890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$2.412 \times 10^8 \pm 0.397 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>3.26</td>
<td>14612 $\pm$ 2402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$2.357 \times 10^8 \pm 0.321 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>4.28</td>
<td>14279 $\pm$ 1944</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The equivalent axial fatigue load is conservatively in the absence of prestress,

$$P_f = A_t f_f$$

Ultimate and fatigue tube loads calculated above are assumed to act at both Sections B-B and C-C as defined in Figure 4-8 of Section 4.
Section B-B

The cross sectional area of each tube at Section B-B is:

\[ A_t = \frac{\pi}{4} (0.0127)^2 = 0.0001267 \text{m}^2 \]

The ultimate stresses, \( f_u = P_u/A_t \), and margins of safety, \( MS = F_u/f_u -1 \), for each tube at Section B-B are presented in Table 7-5. It is assumed that these portions of the tubes will not be fully work-hardened. The ultimate tensile strength allowed, therefore, is \( 620.5 \times 10^6 \text{ N/m}^2 \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Tube No. 1</th>
<th>Tube No. 2</th>
<th>Tube No. 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( f_u ) N/m(^2) (psi)</td>
<td>( MS ) N/m(^2) (psi)</td>
<td>( u_2 ) N/m(^2) (psi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.103x10^8 (16000)</td>
<td>1.485x10^8 (21541)</td>
<td>3.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.827x10^8 (11990)</td>
<td>1.262x10^8 (18311)</td>
<td>3.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.166x10^8 (16918)</td>
<td>1.464x10^8 (21235)</td>
<td>3.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.890x10^8 (12908)</td>
<td>1.241x10^8 (18005)</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fatigue stresses and their respective margins of safety for each tube at Section B-B are given below. A conservative endurance limit of \( 124.1 \times 10^6 \text{ N/m}^2 \) has been used for this annealed region.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tube Number</th>
<th>( f_f ) N/m(^2) (psi)</th>
<th>( MS_f )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>88.439x10^6 ( \pm )14.927x10^6 (12827( \pm )2165)</td>
<td>6.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>115.38x10^6 ( \pm )18.967x10^6 (16735( \pm )2751)</td>
<td>4.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>112.68x10^6 ( \pm )15.348x10^6 (16343( \pm )2226)</td>
<td>5.61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Section C-C

The results of a simplified ultimate lug analysis are presented in the following table. Maximum ultimate loads derived from the four limit loading conditions in Table 7-4 are used with the following areas and equations:

- **Tensile Area,** \( A_t = (0.0381 - 0.01905) \times 0.01905 = 0.0003629 \text{m}^2 \)
- **Shear Area,** \( A_s = 2(0.01905)(0.01905) = 0.0007258 \text{m}^2 \)
- **Bearing Area,** \( A_{br} = (0.01905)(0.01905) = 0.0003629 \text{m}^2 \)

\[
F_{tu} = \frac{P_u}{A_t}, \quad MS_{tu} = (F_{tu}/f_{tu}) - 1, \quad f_{su} = \frac{P_u}{A_s}, \quad MS_{su} = (F_{su}/f_{su}) - 1, \quad f_{bru} = \frac{P_u}{A_{br}}, \quad \text{and} \quad MS_{bru} = (F_{bru}/f_{bru}) - 1
\]

Allowable ultimate stresses are: \( F_{tu} = 620.53 \times 10^5 \text{N/m}^2 \) and \( F_{bru} = 1379 \times 10^6 \text{N/m}^2 \)

Table 7-6 summarizes margins of safety at Sections C-C:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tube Number</th>
<th>( P_u ) N</th>
<th>( f_{tu} ) N/m(^2)</th>
<th>( MS_{tu} )</th>
<th>( f_{su} ) N/m(^2)</th>
<th>( MS_{su} )</th>
<th>( f_{bru} ) N/m(^2)</th>
<th>( MS_{bru} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>14,750</td>
<td>40.679 \times 10^6</td>
<td>14.25</td>
<td>20.326 \times 10^6</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>40.679 \times 10^6</td>
<td>Ample</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>18,780</td>
<td>51.793 \times 10^6</td>
<td>10.98</td>
<td>25.876 \times 10^6</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>51.793 \times 10^6</td>
<td>Ample</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>17,659</td>
<td>48.705 \times 10^6</td>
<td>11.74</td>
<td>24.332 \times 10^6</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>48.705 \times 10^6</td>
<td>Ample</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fatigue stresses in the lug at Section C-C are also low, giving high margins of safety. Therefore, this condition was not evaluated further.

7.1.4 Inboard Attachment Fitting

Material 7075-T73 aluminum forging. Stresses in the aluminum inboard fitting for both the ultimate and fatigue conditions are considerably lower than those in the tube clevis. No formal stress analysis is presented for this component.
7.2 Appendix 2 - Prestressed Composite Spar Tube Structural Analysis

7.2.1 Stiffness and Stresses

7.2.1.1 Prestressed Composite Spar Tube Bending Stiffness

Figure 7-8 shows a sketch of a fiber strain, $\varepsilon_f$, produced by metal hoop and longitudinal strains, $\varepsilon_\theta$ and $\varepsilon_x$, respectively.

Figure 7-8 Fiber Strain Due to Bending

Noting that
$$X_0 (1+\varepsilon_x)^2 + y_0^2 (1+\varepsilon_\theta)^2 = S_0 (1+\varepsilon_f)^2$$
and
$$X_0/S_0 = \cos\alpha, y_0/S_0 = \sin\alpha,$$
we have (retaining only the first order terms in strains) the relation between fiber and metal strains,

$$\varepsilon_f = \varepsilon_x \cos^2\alpha + \varepsilon_\theta \sin^2\alpha \quad \ldots (7-7)$$

Fiber force and cross-sectional width components are sketched on Figure 7-9, a and b.

(a) Fiber Force Components
(b) Fiber Width Components

Figure 7-9 Fiber Forces and Widths
We then have,
\[ \sigma_f = \text{Fiber Stress} = \frac{\text{Fiber Force}}{\text{Fiber Width} \times \text{Thickness}} = \frac{F}{(b \sin \alpha \cos \alpha) t_f} \quad \ldots (7-8) \]

\[ \sigma_{fx} = \text{Longitudinal Fiber Stress Component} = \frac{F \cos \alpha}{(b \sin \alpha) t_f} \quad \ldots (7-9) \]

From (7-8) and (7-9),
\[ \sigma_{fx} = \sigma_f \cos^2 \alpha \quad \ldots (7-10) \]

Similarly,
\[ \sigma_{fe} = \text{Hoop Fiber Stress Component} = \frac{F \sin \alpha}{(b \cos \alpha) t_f} = \sigma_f \sin^2 \alpha \quad (7-11) \]

Treating shaft as narrow beam, i.e., taking Poisson's Ratio $\nu = 0$ corresponding to hoop strain $\epsilon_\theta = 0$, we have from (7-7) and (7-10) utilizing Hookes Law,
\[ \sigma_{fx} = \sigma_f \cos^2 \alpha = (E_f \epsilon_f) \cos^2 \alpha = (E_f \cos^4 \alpha) \times (\epsilon_x) \quad \ldots (7-12). \]

Taking the bending strain (proportional to the bending curvature $K$) as linear with the thickness coordinate $Z$, we have the metal and fiber bending stresses,
\[ \sigma_{Mb} = \frac{E_M \epsilon_x}{M} = \frac{E_M KZ}{M} \quad \ldots (7-13) \]
\[ \sigma_{fb} = \sigma_{fx} = E_f \cos^4 \alpha KZ \]

Since both the metal and fibers resist part of the total moment, we have the differential moments,
\[ dM = dM_f + dM_M = \sigma_{fb} Z(dA_f) + \sigma_{Mb} Z(dA_M) \]

Using (7-13) and integrating yields, the total moment resisted by the composite spar tube,
\[ M_C = \int dM = K \left[ E_f \cos^4 \alpha \int Z^2 dA_f + E_M \int Z^2 dA_M \right] \]

Noting that the integrals represent fiber and metal moments of inertias, we have the composite bending stiffness, \( k_{bc} \), as

\[ \frac{M_C}{K} = k_{bc} = (E_f \cos^4 \alpha) I_f + E_M I_M \begin{bmatrix} k_{bf} & k_{f} \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} k_{bf} & k_{bM} \end{bmatrix} \ldots (7-14) \]

The first term represents the fiber bending stiffness and the second term is the metal bending stiffness. For thin-walled cross-sections, the moments of inertia are very closely proportional to the thickness times the cube of the diameter. We then obtain from (7-14) for a cross-section consisting of \( j \) fibers of thickness \( t_{fj} \) and wrap angle \( \alpha_j \), plus a metal element of thickness \( t_M \), the bending stiffness ratios,

\[ \frac{k_{bc}}{k_{bM}} = 1 + \frac{k_{bf}}{k_{bM}} = 1 + \sum_{j=1}^{n} \left( \frac{E_{fj} \cos^4 \alpha_j}{E_M} \right) \left( \frac{t_{fj}}{t_M} \right) \left( \frac{D_{fj}}{D_M} \right)^3 \ldots (7-15) \]

For a thin-walled metal circular cylindrical tube of diameter and thickness \( D_M \) and \( t_M \) respectively, we have (Ref. 11),

\[ k_{bM} = E_M I_M \sim (E_M) \frac{\pi}{8} D_M^3 t_M \ldots (7-16) \]

From (7-13) and (7-14), we have after simplification the metal and fiber bending stress relation,

\[ \sigma_{Mb} = \left( \frac{M_C}{I_M} \right) \left( \frac{1}{1 + \frac{k_{bf}}{k_{bM}}} \right) = \sigma_{fbj} \left( \frac{E_M}{E_{fj} \cos^4 \alpha_j} \right) \sim \sigma_{fx} \left( \frac{E_M}{E_{fj} \cos^4 \alpha_j} \right) \ldots (7-17) \]

where, maximum \( Z \equiv C_M = \) metal extreme fiber distance from the neutral axis.
7.2.1.2 Prestressed Composite Spar Tube Torsional Stiffness

Figure 7-10 is a sketch of a fiber before and after being twisted* through an angle of twist per unit length, $\theta$, due to an applied torque, $T$.

\[ \delta y = \Delta (x \tan \alpha) = x \sec^2 \alpha \, d\alpha \]

Figure 7-10 - Fiber Strain Due to Torsion

Noting that 
\[ \left[ y + \Delta y \right]^2 + x^2 = \left[ S + \Delta S \right]^2, \]
we find (after neglecting squares of infinitesimals) that the fiber strain is,

\[ \varepsilon_f = \frac{\Delta L}{S} = \frac{(\Delta y) \sin \alpha}{S} = \frac{x \sec^2 \alpha \, d\alpha \sin \alpha}{x \sec \alpha} = \tan \alpha \, (d\alpha) \quad (7-18) \]

From geometry for cylinder of radius $R_f$ we have,

\[ \Delta y = x \sec^2 \alpha \, (d\alpha) = R_f (x \theta) \]

or, fiber angle change due to twist per unit length $\theta$ is,

\[ d\alpha = R_f \theta \cos \alpha \quad \ldots \quad (7-19) \]

From Hooke's Law, the fiber stress due to twist is then,

\[ \sigma_f = \frac{E_f \varepsilon_f}{E_f} = \frac{E_f \tan \alpha (d\alpha)}{E_f (R_f \theta) \sin \alpha \cos \alpha} \quad \ldots \quad (7-20) \]

If $\Delta S$ is the fiber differential arc length (width) along the circle of radius $R_f$, the elemental fiber area, $dA_f$ (normal to the fiber force) is thus,

\[ dA_f = (\Delta S \cos \alpha) \, t_f \]

as can been seen from the sketch of Figure 7-11.

* One fiber of a pair is elongated by angle change $(+d\alpha)$ and other fiber is shortened by angle change $(-d\alpha)$ due to applied torque.
Now from (7-20) and above, one has the differential fiber force,
\[ dF = \sigma_f \, dA_f = E_f R_f \sin \alpha \cos^2 \alpha \, t_f \, dS = \theta E_f t_f R_f^2 \sin \alpha \cos^2 \alpha \, d\theta \]

The differential fiber resisting torque, \( dT_f \), due to \( dF \) is then
(see Figure 7-12)
\[ dT_f = R_f dF \sin \alpha = \theta E_f t_f R_f^3 \sin^2 \alpha \cos^2 \alpha \, d\theta \]

Integrating between \( \theta = 0 \) and \( 2\pi \) gives the total fiber resisting torque and fiber torsional stiffness, \( k_{T_f} \), as
\[ T_f = k_{T_f} = E_f t_f R_f^3 \sin^2 \alpha \cos^2 \alpha = E_f t_f R_f^3 \frac{\pi}{4} \sin^2 \alpha \cos^2 \alpha \ldots \]
\[ (7-21) \]

Neglecting the effect of axial stresses, the metal torsional stiffness (Ref.11) is,
\[ k_{TM} = \frac{T_M}{\theta} = \frac{G_J J_M}{E_M} = \frac{E_M}{2 (1+\nu)} \times \frac{\pi}{4} \frac{D_M^3 t_M}{24} = \frac{E_M}{2 (1+\nu)} \times \frac{\pi}{4} \frac{D_M^3 t_M}{24} \ldots \]
\[ (7-22) \]

Since the metal and fibers both resist the applied torque,
\[ T = T_c = T_M + T_f \]
\[ T_c = k_{Tc} = \frac{T_M}{\theta} + \frac{T_f}{\theta} = k_{TM} + k_{Tf} \]
For \( j \) fibers and one (1) metal element the torsional stiffness ratios are then,

\[
\frac{k_{T_c}}{k_{T_M}} = 1 + \frac{k_{T_f}}{k_{T_M}} = 1 + \sum_{j=1}^{n} \left( \frac{E_{f_j}}{E_{M}} \right) \sin^2 \alpha_{j} \cos^2 \alpha_{j} \left( \frac{t_{f_j}}{t_{M}} \right)^3 \left( \frac{D_{f_j}}{D_{M}} \right)^3
\] (7-23)

### 7.2.1.3 Prestressed Composite Spar Tube
#### Axial Stiffness

Axial equilibrium with applied CF force \( F \), pounds per unit of tube circumference, requires,

\[
\sigma_{fx} t_f + \sigma_{Mx} t_M = F \quad \ldots \text{(7-24)}
\]

Noting that \( \sigma_{Mx} = E_{M} \epsilon_{x} \) and using equation (7-12), we find from (7-24) that

\[
\frac{\sigma_{Mx} t_M}{F} = \frac{E_{M} t_M}{E_{f} \cos^4 \alpha_{t_f} + E_{M} t_M} = \frac{k_{Ma}}{k_{fa} + k_{Ma}} = \frac{k_{Ma}}{k_{ca}} \quad \ldots \text{(7-25)}
\]

\[
\frac{\sigma_{fx} t_f}{F} = \frac{E_{f} \cos^4 \alpha_{t_f}}{E_{f} \cos^4 \alpha_{t_f} + E_{M} t_M} = \frac{k_{fa}}{k_{fa} + k_{Ma}} = \frac{k_{fa}}{k_{ca}} \quad \ldots \text{(7-26)}
\]

\[
k_{ca} = \frac{F}{\epsilon_{x}} = \frac{k_{fa} + k_{Ma}}{E_{f} \cos^4 \alpha_{t_f} + E_{M} t_M} \quad \ldots \text{(7-27)}
\]
7.2.2 Composite Spar Tube Prestresses

The sketch of Figure 7-13 defines the metal longitudinal and hoop initial stresses (prestresses) $\sigma_{Mxi}$ and $\sigma_{Mei}$, respectively, as well as the initial stress in the $j^{th}$ fiber at helix angle $\alpha_j$. Consider a two (2) fiber system ($j = 1, 2$) where fiber and metal thicknesses and fiber helix angles are; $t_{f1}$, $t_{f2}$, $t_M$, $\alpha_1$ and $\alpha_2$, respectively. If $\sigma_{f1i}$ and $\sigma_{f2i}$ are the fiber initial stresses in fibers 1 and 2, longitudinal and hoop equilibrium at zero external load require,

$$\sigma_{f1} \cos^2 \alpha_1 - t_{f1} + \sigma_{f2} \cos^2 \alpha_2 - t_{f2} + \sigma_{Mxi} t_M = 0 \quad \ldots (7-28)$$

$$\sigma_{f2} \sin^2 \alpha_1 - t_{f1} + \sigma_{f2} \sin^2 \alpha_2 - t_{f2} + \sigma_{Mei} t_M = 0 \quad \ldots (7-29)$$

For Ak-76 Design:

$$\alpha_1 = \frac{\pi}{12} \quad \cos^2 \frac{\pi}{12} = .9330, \quad \sin^2 \frac{\pi}{12} = .0670$$

$$\alpha_2 = \frac{\pi}{4} \quad \cos^2 \frac{\pi}{4} = .5000, \quad \sin^2 \frac{\pi}{4} = .5000$$

$$t_{f1} = \frac{.00196}{1.45} = .00135 \text{m (fiber less resin thickness)}$$

$$t_{f2} = \frac{.00282}{1.45} = .00194 \text{m, } t_M = .000406 \text{m}$$
Substituting numerical values into equations (7-28) and (7-29) gives,
\[
3.091 \sigma_{f1} + 2.406 \sigma_{f2} = -\sigma_{Mxi} \quad \ldots \quad (7-30)
\]
\[
0.222 \sigma_{f1} + 2.406 \sigma_{f2} = -\sigma_{Mei} \quad \ldots \quad (7-31)
\]
Solving simultaneously yields,
\[
\sigma_{f1i} = -0.3486 \sigma_{Mxi} - \sigma_{Mei} \quad \ldots \quad (7-32)
\]
\[
\sigma_{f2i} = 0.03216 \sigma_{Mxi} - 0.4478 \sigma_{Mei} \quad \ldots \quad (7-33)
\]
Using equation 7-1 together with station 2.032 (80) section properties and limit loads, one computes with prestress \( \sigma_{fi} = 0 \), a maximum tube axial tensile stress of \( 348.9 \text{ MN} / \text{m}^2 \) (tube No. 2). Here, the 1.5 factor of equation 7-1 has been changed to 1.0, corresponding to the operating condition. Choose then metal tube axial compressive prestress, \( \sigma_{Mxi} = -358.5 \text{ MN} / \text{m}^2 \) provides a net compressive stress in all the metal tubes under operating conditions, thereby suppressing crack growth and increasing ballistic resistance and operating life.

Select also metal hoop compressive prestress, \( \sigma_{Mei} = -137.9 \text{ MN} / \text{m}^2 \). Substituting the above values of \( \sigma_{Mxi} \) and \( \sigma_{Mei} \) in (7-32) and (7-33) one obtains the fiber tensile prestresses,
\[
\sigma_{f1i} = 76.9 \text{ MN} / \text{m}^2 \quad (\pm \pi/12 \text{ fibers})
\]
\[
\sigma_{f2i} = 50.2 \text{ MN} / \text{m}^2 \quad (\pm \pi/4 \text{ fibers})
\]
The axial components of the fiber prestresses are,
\[
\sigma_{f1xi} = \sigma_{f1i} \cos^2 \alpha_1 = 76.9 \times 0.933 = 71.8 \text{ MN} / \text{m}^2
\]
\[
\sigma_{f2xi} = \sigma_{f2i} \cos^2 \alpha_2 = 50.2 \times 0.5 = 25.1 \text{ MN} / \text{m}^2
\]
Net fiber tensions are thus maintained even if the CF operating stresses shown in Table 4-2 are substantially reduced. All fibers are thus always fully effective in providing stiffness and load resisting capability with minimum need for shear transfer in the resin.

The prestresses are imparted by means of a two (2) stage cryogenic stretchforming fabrication sequence as discussed in Section 4.3. Relatively large cryogenic hoop plastic strain is imparted to the metal in the first stretch operation in order to substantially strengthen the metal. The small fiber wrap helix angle permits this large hoop straining without exceeding the 1% strain to rupture limitation of the HTS graphite fibers. The second cryogenic stretch operation subsequent to overwrapping the outer ± 12 HTS graphite fibers is accomplished at a relatively small metal plastic strain magnitude.
7.3 Appendix 3 - Prestressed Composite Liner Buckling Data

7.3.1 Simplified Buckling Considerations

Buckling loads for a fiber overwrapped prestressed member (liner) are much higher than would be predicted by classical theory for buckling of the "unwrapped" liner. The interaction of the fibers and the liner results in local "inward cusp-like" buckling mode shapes quite different from the outward and inward "classical" buckling mode shapes. These "cusp" shapes require much higher buckling loads than classical theory would predict. Test data on prestressed composite pressure vessels (spheres and cylinders) and for actual prestressed spars on previous NASA-ARMY programs (Reference 5, 6) verify this. Significantly higher (many orders of magnitude higher) buckling loads have been observed. As a "first cut estimate" of buckling load improvement, we will utilize composite prestressed structure data in an oversimplified way. Additional test data will help define the maximum improvements that can be achieved with prestressed composite construction.

A prestressed composite spar liner was subjected to bending and compression (Ref. 6) as follows:

\[ \left\{ \frac{E}{r} \text{ was } 1565 \times 10^6 \frac{N}{m^2} \right\} \]

a) Liner Did Not Buckle:

Direct compression, \( R_c = \frac{\sigma_{\text{direct}}}{\sigma_{cr}} = 1.43 \)

\[ \frac{268.9 \times 10^6}{10^6 \times 1565c} \quad \text{Buckling Coefficient} \]

Bending, \( R_b = \frac{\sigma_{\text{bending}}}{\sigma_{cr}} = 1.25 = \frac{234.4 \times 10^6}{1565c \times 10^6} \)

From Ref. 11,

\[ \text{M.S.} = \frac{1}{R_b + R_c} - 1 = 0 \quad (\text{Theoretical Buckling Limit}) \]

or,

\[ C = \frac{268.9 + 234.4}{1565} \approx \frac{1}{3} \quad (\text{value of C used was } .12) \]
So one would predict a minimum buckling load increase of .33 or about .12

b) The liner was severely overloaded (factor of 3 in bending) and Plastic Buckle occurred with local "cusp-like" buckle shape observed. This data, together with cylinder data, can be used to estimate the order of magnitude of the maximum buckling load increase.

![Idealized Stress-Strain Curve](image)

Figure 7-14: Idealized Stress-Strain Curve

Buckling relation of the form $\sigma_{cr} = CE \frac{1}{r}$ for both direct compression and bending (Ref. 11).

$$R_C = \frac{268.9 \times 10^6}{CE \times 1565 \times 10^6}$$

$$R_B = \frac{(3 \times 234^{1/4} = .703.2)}{CE \times 1565}$$

$$M.S. = 0 = \frac{1}{R_B + R_C} - 1 = \frac{1}{(703.2+268.9)/1565CE} \frac{E}{P}$$

$$CE \frac{E}{P}$$

$C = (703.2+268.9)/1565 \frac{E}{P}$ as maximum effective buckling coefficient

$$C = .62 \frac{E}{P}$$

used $C \approx .12$

$.62 \approx 5$

$.12$
then approximately,
\[ 3 \left( \frac{\sigma_{cr}}{\sigma_{cr}} \right) \text{ prestressed composite} \leq \frac{5E}{E_p} \text{ classical theory} \]

Now (Figure 7-14)
\[ \frac{E}{E_p} \approx 20 \rightarrow 50 \text{ then,} \]
\[ 3 \left( \frac{\sigma_{cr}}{\sigma_{cr}} \right) \text{ prestressed composite} \leq \frac{100}{250} \text{ (Plastic Buckle)} \]

based on shallow angle \( \left( \frac{\pi/12 - \pi/9}{\pi/2} \right) \)
prestressed composite spar data.

c) NASA LRC Data on Fiber Overwrapped Cylinders
(Ref. 10) \( \alpha = \frac{\pi}{2} \text{ - Hoop Wrap} \) see Fig. 7-15
Herein

\[ \sigma_{cr} \text{ (prestressed fiber} = 150,000 \left( \frac{t}{D} \right)^3 = 136.5 \times 10^3 \left( \frac{t}{D} \right) \]
\[ \sigma_{cr} \text{ Classical Cylinder} \left( \frac{1}{.91} \right) \left( \frac{t}{D} \right)^2 \]

our \( t_M \frac{M}{D} \approx \frac{.0004064}{.0475} = 8.6 \times 10^{-3} \)

Then, \( \sigma_{cr} \) prestressed overwrapped =
\[ \sigma_{cr} \text{ classical} \]
\[ 136.5 \times 10^3 \times 8.6 \times 10^{-3} \]

\[ \sigma_{cr} \text{ overwrapped prestressed} \approx 1174 \text{ say 1170} \]

predicated on 90° hoop wrap data
Figure 7-15 - Constrictive-Wrap Buckling Strengths for Cylindrical Tubes
d) Based on Item (a)→(c) analysis and test data, we would project buckling load increases of the order of

\[ \frac{\sigma_{cr}}{\sigma_{cr}} \times 100 \text{ to } 250 \text{ plastic buckle} \]

\[ \sigma_{cr} \text{ classical theory} \times 1170 \text{ elastic buckle} \]

e) For preliminary design estimates therefore, say conservatively take buckling load improvement \(\approx 10 \text{ to } 15\) (for bending and/or axial compression of long cylindrical shapes). Use Figure 7-15 for buckling due to hoop fiber bearing pressure. Assume the same order of improvement factors hold for very long prestressed cylinders, which in the absence of the pretensioned fiber overwrap, would "attempt" to buckle in the classical Euler type instability mode. Test data are needed to determine the precise magnitude of the buckling load improvement factors for this length range. Such test data could be obtained from the fabricated spar hardware utilized on the follow on program recommended in Section 5 herein.

7.3.2 Buckling Checks of AK-76 Design Point

The critical design condition is in "as fabricated" tube state (zero external load condition) since there is no CF tension help and tube fiber ties as well as tube bundle fiber overwraps and support fittings are not yet in place.

a) Check as Long Cylinder (classical diamond buckle pattern unprestressed and unwraped)

\[ \sigma_{cr} \approx 0.12 \frac{E}{r} \text{ (axial compression)} \]

For Tube #1,

\[ \sigma_{cr} \approx 0.12 \times 186.16 \times 10^9 \times 0.004064 = 493.7 \times 10^6 \frac{N}{m^2} \]

\[ \sigma_{cr} = \sigma_{cr} \times \text{times improvement factor} \]

\[ \sigma_{cr} = (10) \times 493.7 \times 10^6 \]

\[ MS = \frac{\sigma_{cr}}{\sigma_{direct}} - 1 = \frac{493.7 \times 10^6 \times (10)}{344.7 \times 10^6} = \text{large} \]
b) Check as "Euler Type" Instability

\[
\begin{array}{|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{a} & \text{b} & \text{c} & \text{d} & \text{e} & \text{f} & \text{g} & \text{h} & \text{i} & \text{j} \\
\hline
0.00041 & 0.03678 & 0.0391 & 0.00135 & \frac{\pi}{12} & .87 & 220632 & 186158 & 1.305 & 3.313 & 4.116 \\
0.0439 & 0.0020 & \frac{\pi}{4} & .25 & 220632 & 186158 & 1.702 & 4.013 & 2.427 & 6.543 \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

(Ref. Section 7.2)

\[
k_{mb} = E_{m} l_{m} = 186.16 \times 10^{9} \times \left(\frac{.03678}{8}\right)^{3} \times .004064 = 1478 \text{ N-m}^{2}
\]

\[
k_{c} = (EI)_{c} = 7.543 \times 1478 = 11,149 \text{ N-m}^{2}
\]

Assuming that simply supported Euler column equation applies without fiber wrap influence on buckling mode shape,

\[
P_{cr} = \frac{1}{\frac{L}{2} \times (EI)_{c}} = \frac{\pi^{2}}{L^{2}} \times 11,149 = 3867 \text{ N}
\]

\[
P_{cr} = 3867 \text{ times improvement factor}
\]

Projecting a buckling load improvement factor of \(\frac{2 \times 10}{3}\) due to influence of the fiber wrap on the buckling mode shape we have then,

\[
P_{cr} = \frac{20 \times 3867}{3} = 25,780 \text{ N}
\]
Direct axial prestress is,

\[ F_x = \sigma_{\text{Mxi}} \times A_M = 358.5 \times 10^6 \times 2 \pi x 0.01839 \times 0.0004064 = 16,835 \text{N} \]

\[ MS = \frac{P_{cr}}{F_x} - 1 = \frac{25780}{16,835} - 1 > 0, \text{ O.K.} \]
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